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"Grips you by the throat from beginning to end."—Cleveland Plain DealerALONE WITH HER
NEW HUSBAND on a tiny Pacific atoll, a young woman, combing the beach, finds an odd
aluminum container washed up out of the lagoon, and beside it on the sand something glitters: a
gold tooth in a scorched human skull. The investigation that follows uncovers an extraordinarily
complex and puzzling true-crime story. Only Vincent Bugliosi, who recounted his successful
prosecution of mass murderer Charles Manson in the bestseller Helter Skelter, was able to draw
together the hundreds of conflicting details of the mystery and reconstruct what really happened
when four people found hell in a tropical paradise. And the Sea Will Tell reconstructs the events
and subsequent trial of a riveting true murder mystery, and probes into the dark heart of a
serpentine scenario of death.

Succeeds on all accounts . . . refuses to relinquish its grip on our imaginations.And the Sea Will
Tell spins a riveting story--a story that could have been the backbone for a classic novel by
Herman Melville or Joseph Conrad. Two couples--one wealthy and married, the other an ex-con
and his hippie girlfriend-- separately set sail for a remote South Pacific island, each hoping to
play "Adam and Eve" in paradise. Instead of getting away from it all, they take it with them-- their
pasts and prejudices, and the petty battles over status and material goods that arise from their
different social classes. Only two people out of the original four live through the experience. One
of them has the extraordinary good luck to be defended in court by master attorney Vincent
Bugliosi (author of Helter Skelter). As the Los Angeles Times writes, "The book succeeds on all
counts. The final pages are some of the most suspenseful in trial literature." --This text refers to
an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Publishers WeeklyIn 1974, wealthy Californians Mac
and Muff Graham sailed to Palmyra Island, 1000 miles south of Hawaii, in their boat the Sea
Wind . Buck Walker and Jennifer Jenkins arrived soon after on the same atoll, fleeing drug
charges in Hawaii. Several months later, Walker and Jenkins returned to Hawaii in the Sea
Wind , claiming that the Grahams were presumed dead when the dinghy in which they had gone
fishing was washed ashore unmanned. However, in 1980, vacationers on Palmyra found bones
soon identified as those of Muff Graham, who was determined to have been shot. Walker and
Jenkins were charged with murder: in separate San Francisco trials, he was sentenced to life
imprisonment and she was acquitted. Writing with Henderson ( Empire of Deceit) , Bugliosi
( Helter Skelter ), who served as Jenkins's attorney, offers a case history which could have been
a true-crime classic if not for the 250 tedious pages devoted to his client's 23-day trial. Photos
not seen by PW. Literary Guild main selection.Copyright 1990 Reed Business Information, Inc. --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Inside FlapWILL TELL, written by
renowned defense attorney and author of HELTER SKELTER Vincent Bugliosi, reconstructs the



events and subsequent trial of a riveting true murder mystery, and probes into the dark heart of a
serpentine scenario of death that began when four people found hell in paradise. It was the
1960s and two couples separately set sail in search of a peaceful life: a wealthy yachtsman and
his wife, an ex-con and his sexy girlfriend. Their destinies converged on a South Pacific island
hundreds of miles from civilization where a savage murder left two of them there
forever. . . .<br>"Grips you by the throat from beginning to end."<br>THE CLEVELAND PLAIN
DEALER --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorVincent
Bugliosi (1934-2015) was an attorney and New York Times bestselling author. His books include
Helter Skelter, Outrage, and Till Death Us Do Part.David Colacci is an actor and director who
has directed and performed in prominent theaters nationwide. His credits include roles from
Shakespeare to Albee, as well as extensive work on new plays. As a narrator, he has won
numerous Earphones Awards, earned Audie Award nominations, and been included in Best
Audio of the Year lists by such publications as Publishers Weekly, AudioFile magazine, and
Library Journal. He was a resident actor and director with the Cleveland Play House for eight
years and has been artistic director of the Hope Summer Rep Theater since 1992.Bruce
Henderson is the author or coauthor of more than twenty nonfiction books, including the #1 New
York Times bestseller And the Sea Will Tell, which was made into a highly rated TV miniseries. --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Library JournalAs he did in Helter
Skelter ( LJ 11/1/74), Bugliosi draws readers into the psyches of the criminally inclined in this
minutely detailed chronicle of two couples on a remote Pacific island. To Mac and Muff Graham,
Palmyra is Paradise; for Jennifer Jenkins and Buck Walker, it is a good deal less. Tension builds
between the couples, and when the Grahams are reported missing, everyone except Bugliosi
believes Jenkins and Walker are responsible. Convinced of their innocence, he takes on the
unfamiliar role of defense lawyer, using his knowledge of the law and keen insight into human
behavior to reveal what really happened to the Grahams. Not as grisly as Helter Skelter , this tale
is just as riveting--proving once again that the best stories come right out of newspaper
headlines. Recommended for true crime collections. Literary Guild main selection; previewed in
Prepub Alert, LJ 9/1/90.- Belinda Pugh, Naval Subma rine Base Lib., Kings Bay, Ga.Copyright
1990 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From AudioFileThis story, familiar from a television mini-series a few years back, portrays
Mac and Muff Graham, experienced sailors on the beautiful Sea Wind, who meet a hippie
couple on the lam on a deserted Palmyra Island. This clash of lifestyles turns deadly when the
Grahams "disappear" and the hippies return to Hawaii in the repainted Sea Wind. The story
ends with a brilliant trial recalled by defense lawyer Bugliosi. What makes the presentation an
extraordinary listening experience is Richard Crenna's full-bodied narration, which gives weight
and depth to every characterization in a highly dramatic reading. M.J.C. (c)AudioFile, Portland,
Maine --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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AND THE SEA WILL TELLALSO BY VINCENT BUGLIOSI:HELTER SKELTER(with Curt
Gentry)TILL DEATH US DO PART(with Ken Hurwitz)THE PHOENIX SOLUTIONGetting Serious
About Winning America’s Drug WarOUTRAGEThe Five Reasons Why O. J. SimpsonGot Away
with MurderNO ISLAND OF SANITYPaula Jones v. Bill Clinton:The Supreme Court on TrialTHE
BETRAYAL OF AMERICAHow the Supreme Court Undermined theConstitution and Chose Our
PresidentALSO BY BRUCE B. HENDERSON:EMPIRE OF DECEITTRUE NORTHPeary, Cook,
and theRace to the PoleAND THE SEA WILL TELLVINCENT BUGLIOSIwith Bruce B.
HendersonCopyright © 1991 by Vincent Bugliosi and Bruce B. HendersonAll rights
reservedFirst published as a Norton paperback 2006For legal reasons, some of the names in
this book have been changed.For information about permission to reproduce selections from
this book, write to Permissions, W.W. Norton & Company, Inc., 500 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY
10110Manufacturing by R. R. Donnelley, HarrisonburgCartography by Jacques
ChazaudProduction manager: Amanda MorrisonLibrary of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication
DataBugliosi, Vincent.And the sea will tell / by Vincent Bugliosi with Bruce B. Henderson.p.
cm.1. Henderson, Bruce B., 1946-. II. Title.PS3552.U393A82 1991813'.54—dc20
90-37457W.W. Norton & Company, Inc.500 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10110W.W. Norton &
Company Ltd.Castle House, 75/76 Wells Street, London W1T 3QTTO MY MOTHER:No sweeter
or more wonderfulwoman ever lived.VBI WISH TO ACKNOWLEDGE Frank Cooper, Wayne
Alexander, Esq., Charlie Flowers, and finally, Robby Wald, without whom this book would not
have been written.—VBCONTENTSPALMYRA ISLANDBOOK ONE: THE CRIMEBOOK TWO:
JUSTICEEPILOGUEAPPENDIXAn ocean is forever asking questions,And writing them aloud
along the shore.—EDWIN ARLINGTON ROBINSONPALMYRA ISLANDI had a foreboding
feeling about the island. It was more than just the fact that it was a ghost-type island. It was more
than that. It seemed to be an unfriendly place to be. I’ve been on a number of atolls, but Palmyra
was different. I can’t put my finger on specifically why. But it was not an island that I enjoyed
being on. I think other people have had difficulties on that island.—South Pacific yachtsmanAT
ONCE BEAUTIFUL AND forbidding, this uninhabited tropical atoll is off the well-traveled path of
the trade winds. Situated dead center in the Pacific Ocean, Palmyra was discovered by accident
only in the nineteenth century. If one were to search the high seas for a setting that would lend
itself to impenetrable mystery, this lonely outpost would not disappoint.From afar, Palmyra is
seductive: tall coconut trees and stretches of beach are enveloped by a coral reef and the
brilliant shallows of the tropical ocean.Once ashore, however, one finds that the vegetation that
looks so lush and inviting from a distance is impassable except with a machete. Hordes of land
crabs claim squatter’s rights to much of the island. The beaches are not sandy, but rocky, and
surrounded by coral as sharp as a surgeon’s scalpel, capable of shredding the ribs of the
sturdiest vessel. Only a narrow passage in the reef on the south-western side allows access to a
lagoon populated by schools of colorful fish, temptingly meaty but poisonous to eat. And it
doesn’t take long to notice in the crystalline waters the menacing gray shadows of nature’s most
perfect eating machines. Sharks. There is, finally, no escape from the blazing sun and stifling



humidity.Only the most adventuresome, or desperate, would plan an extended stay here. This is
the true story of two men and two women who did. One married couple, two lovers. Four lives
forever changed on an island that never wanted company. Each of the visitors sought escape
from the world, but for very different reasons, their destinies intersecting on this deserted atoll.
Not all of them would leave alive. The mystery shrouding their fate would be as dark and chilling
as the ocean floor deep beneath Palmyra Island.BOOK ONETHE CRIMECHAPTER 1MAUI,
HAWAIIAPRIL 1, 1974IT HAD RAINED DURING the night, one of those warm tropical showers
that leaves the air heavy and sweet. A steady breeze born far out at sea touched the shore at
sunrise, rustling the coconut palms. The clouds, like the folks around these parts in no hurry to
move on, scattered slowly as the sun rose out of the ocean and washed the sky with bold
streaks of light. A few arcs of rainbow loitered above, offering promise for the new day.Hawaii’s
locals make a clear distinction between themselves and haoles, the sunburned tourists from the
mainland. It is less a term of contempt than bemused pity. On the scenically spectacular island
of Maui, most of these visitors pick up their rental cars at Kahului Airport and drive directly to
Kaanapali Beach on the western coast, where they stay in glitzy resort hotels, down premixed
MaiTais served by waitresses in synthetic grass skirts, and tap their toes to the canned melodies
of Don Ho. Haoles just don’t know any better.The real soul of Maui is manifest on the south
shore, with its endless stretches of blinding white beaches. The sun-bleached dunes roll up to
wide verdant fields of pineapple and sugar cane. Herds of cattle graze contentedly on the grassy
slopes of the West Maui mountains. Majestic Haleakala, the highest point on the island, is a two-
mile-high peak topped with a massive volcanic crater, a dramatic reminder that this is a land of
sudden, violent change.At Maalaea Bay boat harbor, Charlie, the winch operator, was working a
squeaky crank that unwound a cable still wet from the rain. “Never thought I’d live to see the day
this old gal went back in the water,” he offered to anyone within earshot as he controlled the
speed with which a trailer bearing a thirty-foot wooden sailboat rolled down a launching
ramp.Boat launchings were hardly uncommon hereabouts, but a small crowd of locals had
gathered to watch this particular one. These folks and a few hundred other kindred souls lived
aboard boats in the bay. Most were dreamers who collected sea charts, atlases, and books
about faraway places, yearning to pull up anchor and sail away, just like the excited young
couple whose boat was now the center of attention. But few would do so.Tall, shirtless Buck
Duane Walker walked with long strides next to the trailer as it carried his boat toward the water.
Thirty-six years old, he still had the athletic swagger of a younger man. His face and torso were
deeply tanned, his shock of hair sun-streaked. He could have been just another aging surfer, but
his glittery cobalt eyes darted quickly back and forth, as if he feared discovery.A smiling
strawberry blonde on the deck of the boat gave off a completely different air. Jennifer Jenkins,
wearing cutoff chinos and a pastel halter top, also looked younger than her age, twenty-eight.
She was five-four and, in truth, not the type to win a beauty contest. But she radiated an
appealing apple-fresh quality. Neither coyness nor guile seemed hidden beneath her open,
happy-go-lucky nature. Jennifer clutched a magnum of champagne for the traditional



christening, but because people walked barefoot around the ramp area, she did not intend to
smash it on the bow the way she’d seen it done in old newsreels of ship launchings. Instead, she
planned to pop the cork with appropriate fanfare, baptize the deck with only a splash of bubbly,
and drink the rest with Buck.When they’d bought this boat four months before, it was mastless
and unrigged. Since sinking at its anchorage here in Maalaea Bay years earlier, the Margaret
had earned a rep as a hard-luck boat. In lifting the submerged vessel from the harbor depths, a
salvage crane had accidentally snapped her mast, and no one had bothered to replace it. After
sitting on wooden blocks for two years, the boat was sold for four hundred dollars to a young
married couple with ambitious plans for restoration. They fiberglassed over the cracked wooden
planks of her hull, then painstakingly stripped and refinished the woodwork inside the cabin.
Eventually, however, they became dispirited by the hard work that still remained to be done and
sold the boat and trailer for $2,260—nearly all of the money Jennifer and Buck had been able to
scrape up.While Buck dedicated himself to the challenge of mending their sorry-looking vessel,
Jennifer kept her assistant manager’s job at a seafront bar favored by locals in Wailuku, Club
Ginzo, so they had income to buy materials and supplies for the boat. Not being mechanically
gifted or knowledgeable, Buck did not find the work easy. His only previous boat-repair
experience had been helping his dad build some houseboats. But he had checked out library
books on yacht design, construction, and repair. Setting up a portable generator so he’d have
light for night work, he busied himself round the clock. He began by patching new cracks in the
fiberglass and painting the hull. Manufactured masts were prohibitively expensive, so he joined
together three forty-foot Douglas fir two-by-sixes to make a homemade mast and bolted it to the
boat’s frame from under the deck. Following one book’s explicit instructions on how to secure the
mast above deck, he fashioned a forestay, a backstay, two upper shrouds, and four lower
shrouds to brace the mast. Working daily on the battered Margaret, he was pleased to see that
the effort toughened him physically for what he jokingly called “the sailor’s arduous life.” He had
little idea just how arduous it would prove to be.Jennifer’s shift ended at midnight. After work on
hot, muggy nights, she’d take a couple of cold beers from the bar cooler down to Buck at the
dock. They’d sit side by side on their beached boat, planning a life together, smooching in the
moonlight.Ignoring the warning of sailing folklore that renaming a boat is bad luck, they called
their little vessel the Iola, a name Jennifer had suggested. “In Hawaiian, iola means ‘to life,’” she
had explained to Buck, who thought it an ideal choice. Finding a new life was the aim of all their
effort. He had responded with a toast: “To the Iola. May she sail the seven seas and never more
see the bottom of the ocean.”This morning, the Iola was finally ready for launching. She’d never
be mistaken for an America’s Cup entry, but the improvement over her previous condition was
significant. “What a marvelous transformation we’ve wrought!” crowed Buck. She was thirty feet
long on deck with nine feet of beam. Her hull was freshly painted an azure blue. Her secondhand
sails, crisscrossed with stitched repairs, lay along the foredeck, ruffled by the breeze even
though tied down to the jerry-built stanchions. The Iola’s deep keel was made of cast iron,
ensuring that the vessel would not list too severely at sea, even under full sail in a strong wind.



This characteristic was ideal for novice sailors like Jennifer and Buck. Both had gone only day
sailing; Jennifer had never even steered a boat by herself.“Slow down, Charlie!” Buck suddenly
yelled.On deck, Jennifer beamed like a new mom. She would release the last of the lines that
secured the Iola to the trailer when the boat hit the water—another minute or so. And then, in a
day or two, she and Buck would be on their way.Someone might well have described Jennifer as
a hippie, and she would not have objected. Much about the Establishment seemed hypocritical
and otherwise distasteful to her. Just six months earlier, the Vice President of the United States
had resigned after pleading “no contest” to charges of tax evasion. And impeachment hearings
against President Nixon were scheduled to begin in a few weeks. Jennifer and her generation
had come of age in an era of political malfeasance at the highest levels and during a widely
unpopular war in Vietnam, a period of conflict that sapped the nation’s collective spirit and
caused her and many of her peers to reject some of the older generation’s values. “Make love,
not war” sounded right on the mark to her.Although Buck would join Jennifer in condemning
government officials, the police, and virtually anyone else in power, his rhetoric had a coarser
edge. She deplored, but he threatened. Indeed, the tattoos on his arms suggested something
more than the trendy espousal of love and peace. On the left, a heart encircled with a ribbon
stretched across his biceps, and his first name rippled in bold letters on his muscular forearm.
There was nothing overtly sinister in the designs, not like a pirate’s skull and crossbones, but
they were crudely drawn and the skin beneath the indelible ink was scarred. They were exactly
what they looked like: the kind of homemade tattoos that angry and bored men behind bars give
one another.Jennifer and Buck had met two years earlier in Hilo, the major town on Hawaii’s Big
Island. It had been an accidental meeting, crossing paths, as they did, in an apartment complex
courtyard filled with blooming hibiscus. They exchanged hellos and friendly glances, and
Jennifer, in a long green granny dress, tossed her mane of reddish-gold curls and kept walking.
Buck, captivated, wheeled around and caught up with her. Later, he told her he’d made a split-
second decision not to let her big dreamy eyes and bright pretty smile get away. That afternoon
they shared some red wine under a palm tree in a nearby park, listening to the traditional music
of a live band celebrating a Hawaiian holiday in honor of an ancient Polynesian king.The sun
dipped early that day behind a bank of pinkish clouds, and light died from the sky. The glowing
sunset, the pulsating music, and the natural chemistry between them combined with a few hits
off a joint to make Jennifer feel giddy with sensual delight. Buck leaned over and kissed her
lips.“You got an old man?” he asked.She smiled playfully. “Nope.”They kissed again, this time
more passionately.Lying in each other’s arms that night and talking in the hushed tones of new
lovers, they discovered they had both ended up in Hawaii for not dissimilar reasons. She had
arrived three years earlier to work for her uncle, who was recuperating from a near-fatal heart
attack and needed help running his Kaneohe Bay resort. Buck had come to the islands to help
his father build a cabin on the Big Island. Their unplanned tryst seemed like fate. They dubbed
Roberta Flack’s “The First Time Ever I Saw Your Face” their song, and soon were living together
in the one-room cabin Buck and his father had built in Mountain View, an isolated mountainous



area twenty miles southwest of Hilo. It wasn’t much of a cabin—Jennifer thought it looked like an
outlaw’s hideout—and they had no electricity or indoor plumbing. But they moved in thrift-store
furniture, she sewed lacy curtains, and it became home. A wood-burning stove warmed them on
chilly mornings. Jennifer looked forward each morning to taking a mug of steaming coffee
outside and strolling among the wild orchids and ferns as the golden sunshine poured through
the treetops. She enjoyed leading a simple life, valuing friends and her man above material
consumption. Here it was possible to live life more peacefully, more thoughtfully than she’d been
able to in the anxious urban canyons of Los Angeles or the tensely electric atmosphere of New
York. They talked marriage, and even went so far as to have blood tests, but getting a piece of
paper that declared them a “legal” couple never ranked as a high priority.Unfortunately, it soon
became urgent that they depart their sylvan mountain hideaway. In fact, they had no choice but
to leave Hawaii entirely. Against her advice, Buck had gone into business with an ex-con pal who
was a big-time drug dealer in California. Buck had been arrested in Hilo selling several thousand
dollars’ worth of MDA (methylene dimethoxyamphetamine), a wicked combination of speed and
a potent LSD-type hallucinogen, to a federal undercover narcotics agent; Jennifer had been
arrested too, and both were facing federal charges. Worse, this was the second time Buck had
sold MDA, shipped to him by his California connection, to a narc, so he faced two counts.
Already on parole from a California state prison, where he’d served time for an armed robbery
conviction, Buck’s main fear was being sent back to San Quentin as a parole violator and having
to finish a five-to-life sentence at one of the toughest prisons in the country.If they were going to
have a life together, it would have to be far removed from civilization—from courts and prisons
and authorities. A few weeks ago, they had flown over to Honolulu and checked out books about
Pacific islands from the main library. Buck thought one little island neither of them had ever
heard of, called Palmyra, looked particularly promising. It sounded like a real Robinson Crusoe
setting, with a protected lagoon, an unlimited supply of coconuts and fish, and balmy weather
year-round. Best of all, it was uninhabited. No police, no prosecutors, no narcs, no arrest
warrants. Of course, that also meant no grocery stores, no repair shops, no doctors, no help of
any kind. They would have to fend for themselves.Suddenly, there was a thud as their sailboat
slipped on the trailer and tilted sharply to one side.“Jen, hold on!”Buck’s warning came too late.
Losing her footing, Jennifer fell and nearly rolled off the deck to the concrete below. But Buck
was there to save her, his powerful arms reaching up and helping her down.Out of inexperience,
Buck had used nylon ropes to secure the boat to the trailer. They stretched, of course, so the hull
slipped, causing the support blocks beneath it to topple. The wind cable had slipped only
momentarily, but the boat had instantly lurched forward.Frightening as it was for Jennifer, the
mishap should have caused only a minor delay in the launching. But when the boat tipped to the
side, two steel support beams angling up from the trailer pierced the hull below the waterline.
And there the Iola sat, skewered like a pig at a luau.Buck, livid at the disastrous sight before him,
clenched his fists and spun furiously on the open-mouthed winch operator.For a moment,
Jennifer was sure Buck would attack fat, red-faced Charlie, even though everyone standing



there could see it hadn’t been his fault. But Buck didn’t completely lose it. He took a step or two
toward the man, then shouted a curse and bolted for the parking lot and his old pickup, without
even glancing toward Jennifer.She felt absurd standing before the stunned onlookers still
holding the bottle of champagne, which somehow had not broken. “Baby, it’s okay,” she called to
the man she loved. “We can patch the holes…” Her voice trailed off. Everyone was looking at
her.She was struck, at that instant, with the thought that, for once, they should have heeded
conventional wisdom. They should not have changed the boat’s name. Bad luck will follow us
wherever we go.CHAPTER 2CALIFORNIATHAT SAME SPRING OF 1974, an eye-catchingly
beautiful sailboat named the Sea Wind was docked more than two thousand miles away at a
San Diego marina. This thirty-eight-foot two-masted ketch, obviously maintained with exquisite
care, was the pride and joy of Malcolm “Mac” Graham III, at forty-three a man more at home on a
boat than on any landlocked place he’d ever lived.Wiping his hands on an oily rag, Mac leaned
over and flipped a switch. He jerked hard on a starter cord, and the generator’s motor started on
the first try. The engine sounded like new again. The valve job had done the trick.As always on
warm days aboard his boat, Mac was shirtless and barefoot, wearing nothing but swim trunks. In
his weathered broad face, faint squint lines highlighted alert gray-blue eyes. Like his boat, Mac
was sturdily constructed. Two inches shy of six feet, his squarish body was bronzed by years of
working in the sun. He had a craftsman’s long, supple fingers but the short-cropped hair of a
Marine drill instructor. Mac was not all rawhide, though. Quick to smile and offer a friendly
handshake, he was basically the eternal optimist—cheery, hearty, always willing to lend a
helping hand. Mac’s philosophy was that those who bring sunshine into the lives of others
cannot keep it from themselves. Lots of folks in marinas around the globe were happy to count
Mac Graham a friend.In the fourteen years he’d owned the Sea Wind, Mac had sanded and
painted virtually every plank of its hull, deck, and cabin. Recently, he’d completed a major
remodeling that began with his ripping off the top and sides of the cabin and gutting the interior.
Typically, he drew his own plans and did all the work himself, because he didn’t trust anyone else
to do as good a job. He bought only the finest materials and took his time, attentive to the most
minute detail.Though he’d earned an 84 average in two years at General Motors Institute, a Flint,
Michigan, engineering school operated by the automotive giant, Mac rebelled at a future of
being cloistered in an office forty hours a week slaving over automotive designs, and he
withdrew before graduating. Deciding in college that he wanted to be a sailor—not one of those
beer-guzzling weekend hobbyists, but a real blue-water sailor capable of matching his skills
against the untamed forces of the sea—he moved to the West Coast to be closer to his dream,
and found work in the marinas that dot California’s shoreline. Mac seldom stayed long at any job,
though in no time his employers came to appreciate his abilities as a naturally gifted “hands-on”
engineer, intuitively creative and fascinated with all things mechanical. On a boat, you name it,
Mac could do it. It was on land, caught up in the workaday world of landlubbers, that he seemed
as out of place as a guest wearing sneakers at a society ball.The overhaul of the Sea Wind had
taken two years. When finished, the new cabin was nearly ten feet longer than the original and



gave the boat a unique silhouette. Mac had installed the latest gear, including a powerful
shortwave transceiver radio and a state-of-the-art automatic pilot system. In the galley, he
installed a battery-powered refrigerator with a small freezer section, a ship-board luxury rarely
seen except in the priciest of yachts. In the forecastle, Mac had built a snug little workshop with
an elaborate workbench. Also aboard was a Zodiac rubber dinghy with a nine-horsepower
Evinrude, and a “hard” (wooden) dinghy which sported its own small Sea Gull motor. The Sea
Wind was an enviably well-outfitted, one-of-a-kind cruising boat, distinctive in both looks and
seagoing efficiency.Mac had survived several life-threatening experiences in tempestuous seas,
but his passion for sailing remained undiminished. The sea had an almost hypnotic hold over
him. Like the wise, aged fisherman in The Old Man and the Sea, Mac thought of the sea as a
woman who could give or withhold great favors, and his romance with her was never dampened
by any momentary ill disposition she might express. Meeting the challenge of the sea head-on
could be hard and dangerous work, to be sure, but there was a thrill of accomplishment when he
had survived the test. It was the joy of being alive. Mac did not always articulate his innermost
thoughts, but he had memorized a poem that aptly summed up his feelings:They stood upon the
dockas the ships went out to sea.The wind took their sailsand left the land a memory.Leaving
those on shore to wonderwhy the sailor goes.All to wonder, what the sailor knows.Mac had
known he was born for the sea ever since he first sailed with his father off the coast of New
England. The memories of those crisp, windswept mornings remained heartbreakingly clear. He
would still picture his late father, tall at the helm, his patrician head with aquiline nose facing into
the wind, fondly reminiscing about sailing with his own father. “Four generations of Grahams
have owned boats, son. You probably will, too.” It isn’t often that a ten-year-old boy fully
understands his destiny. But young Mac had.When Mac was twenty-eight, an uncle died, leaving
him $100,000 in stocks and bonds—and an equal amount to Mac’s only sibling, a younger sister.
There was money in the family tree; Mac’s paternal grandfather had been a successful Wall
Street investor. With his inheritance in hand, Mac didn’t have to think twice. He began a long
search, combing marinas for his ideal boat. He knew what he didn’t want. He loathed the new
fiberglass construction that was sweeping the boat-building industry after World War II. Sure, it
took less upkeep than a wooden-hulled boat. Plastic flowers are less trouble than real flowers,
too. He found what he wanted in the Sea Wind, a pristine ketch with fore-and-aft rigging, and
wooden, like his father’s boat. Built in 1947, the Sea Wind was so handsomely constructed, with
closely spaced heavy oak framing and extra-thick inch-and-a-quarter planking on her hull, one
admirer remarked that “she looked like she had been carved out of a single block of wood.” From
the moment he saw the “For Sale” sign hanging on her in the San Diego marina one summer day
back in 1960, Mac was hooked. The Sea Wind had an ineffable grace. He even liked the name,
which suggested to him a life of sailing the high seas as free as the capricious wind. Under the
bowsprit was a gilded figurehead of a woman, a guardian angel protectively leading the way for
vessel and crew. He forked over $20,000 for the Sea Wind. He left most of the remainder of his
inheritance (and later, the assets from a $120,000 trust set up by his late grandfather) in



conservative investments that, coupled with odd jobs as the need arose, gave him the financial
freedom to sail the world’s oceans whenever he had the urge.A woman appeared from below
deck. “I thought this would taste good,” she said, handing Mac a cold beer.Mac thanked his wife
and took a long swig.Thirteen years earlier, Mac had the Sea Wind docked at Underwood’s
Marina in San Diego and was busy making modifications on the boat. He was something of a
ladies’ man back then but had never been married or even engaged. One night coming out of a
beachfront bar, he and a buddy came upon a car stalled in commuter traffic. The driver was
Eleanor La Verne Edington, a single, tiny-waisted blonde with an hourglass figure and pinup
good looks. Always the gentleman, Mac got her car going and invited her back to the bar for a
drink. She was accustomed to getting her share of such offers from men, and usually she turned
them down. But she liked what she saw in this outdoorsy-looking man with kind eyes, so she
accepted. A steady relationship soon began. Before long, Mac was endearingly calling her
Muffin, then simply Muff. A year later he proposed marriage to her, and once again she said
yes.They weren’t married immediately because Mac had plans to sail the Sea Wind around the
world. He dearly loved Muff and wanted to spend the rest of his life with her, but right then his
main concern was celestial navigation, which he’d studied in a night class but had never actually
put to use in the middle of the ocean. Getting himself lost was one thing, but he didn’t want to
drag Muff along for what might be a frightening experience.Muff didn’t disagree, because she
had never sailed for great distances and had her own trepidations about going to sea. Mac put
an ad in the newspaper and recruited two fellows who were willing to crew for him and share
expenses. His plan was for Muff to join him later. “If we make it to Tahiti,” he told her, “you can fly
down and we’ll get married there. We’ll make the rest of the cruise our honeymoon.” Muff
couldn’t figure out how the two crewmen would fit into a romantic vacation on a boat whose
living space was about the size of an average kitchen. But she understood early on that to be
part of Mac’s life meant that she would have to, want to, accept his way of life. When Mac was at
the helm of the Sea Wind, facing a cleansing breeze and open sea, she could see he was as
content as a young boy smiling through a dream. Watching from the dock with a flood of tears,
she tried to remind herself of this as he sailed away on his great round-the-world adventure,
leaving her behind.Two weeks later, Mac called from Mexico. They had hit a terrible storm off
Baja that had sunk several boats. After taking a pounding at sea for eleven days and nights, a
damaged Sea Wind limped into safe harbor. Mac couldn’t get his hands on some of the parts he
needed to repair the boat, so he read Muff a list and asked her to bring them down from San
Diego. By the time she arrived, Mac’s two crewmen had quit. After their close call in the storm,
neither had the stomach for continuing the voyage. Mac signed on Muff as his crew of one. They
were married in August 1961, in La Paz, at the foot of Baja California. Mac was thirty, Muff
twenty-eight. “Little Muff and I are one,” Mac wrote to his parents. “Our marriage has made two
people complete, and very happy.”Muff, who was fair-skinned, burned easily in the sun and was
still self-conscious about the galaxy of freckles that covered her face in the summer. A shade
over five feet tall, she was fine-boned, with delicate features. Rosy-red lipstick was the only



makeup she wore on a regular basis. Her teeth were gleaming white. That a few were a tad awry
did not mar an enchanting smile that caused her nose to wrinkle slightly. Her liquid brown eyes
reflected happiness, love, hurt, or fear with vivid clarity. As a child, Muff found she could never
get away with fibbing—her mother always read the truth in her eyes. More reserved than Mac,
she didn’t take to strangers right away. Muff felt comfortable with people only after she came to
know and trust them.Now forty-one, Muff was worried about the extra ten to fifteen pounds she
carried around her hips these days. Mac had told her again and again to forget it—“I love every
curve and every ounce”—but still she was always signing on for the latest fad diet to promise a
svelter stern.Muff liked watching her husband putter around the boat, as he’d been doing for the
better part of this Saturday morning. Those tasks made him a contented man. “Sounds a lot
better,” she offered over the purring of the generator engine.“The valves were loaded with carbon
and the bushings were shot.”He shut down the engine and began putting away his tools,
carefully wiping each one with a clean cloth, then putting it in its proper place in his toolbox.“I’m
going shopping,” she said, reaching for her handbag and rummaging inside. She pulled out a
stack of coupons she’d clipped from the newspaper. “A market in Chula Vista is advertising
green beans at twenty-five cents a can.”Muff’s job was to stock the Sea Wind’s pantry in
preparation for their upcoming voyage to the tropics. It was no easy assignment, since Mac
wanted to be gone for two years. Some goods she’d already purchased—canned vegetables,
fruits, juices, and meats—were stored in the garage of her widowed mother’s home in an older
section of San Diego. Also in the garage—kept in a chest freezer—were frozen roasts, chickens,
and hams, to be moved to the Sea Wind’s own freezer just prior to departure. Items taken for
granted at home could be impossible to find or outrageously expensive in remote parts of the
world.Mac took another sip of beer and grinned teasingly. “You’re going to drive thirty miles
round-trip to save a few bucks on green beans? You’ll almost burn that much in gas.”“We do
have a Volkswagen.” Though she smiled back, there was an edge to her words.“You all right?”“I
guess so.” She looked at him with heavy sadness.He sat down next to her on a bench seat in the
cockpit of the boat.“You still don’t want to go.” It was a statement, not a question.Muff didn’t
respond. Her silence—and those revealing eyes—said it all.He placed a consoling hand on her
leg. “My offer stands. I mean that.”“I don’t want you to go without me.” She rested her head on his
broad shoulder, warm from the sun. She was unable to look him in the face.“Muff, if you want to
stay home, you should.”She smiled and shook her head. She knew she could not stay behind.
Her place was to be with him.“I’d better go before they raise the price on the green beans.” She
looked up perkily and planted a kiss on his cheek.Mac was not fooled. “Are you coming tonight?”
he asked.“Where?”“Remember? With Marie and Jamie to Hal Horton’s house. He’s the guy who
knows all about that island in the Pacific.”She tried not to let her disappointment show. She loved
their good friends the Jamiesons. Marie was a real character, and Jamie was a sweetheart. They
had met back in 1966 when they docked next to each other at Underwood’s Marina. The four of
them always had so much fun together. Right now, though, the last thing Muff wanted to do was
spend a night hearing about some deserted island Mac had ideas about visiting.“We have to



leave by six.”“Okay. I’ll be back by then.” It would at least be fun to see Marie and Jamie, she had
decided.Leaving the Sea Wind, Muff walked past boats being readied to shove off for an
afternoon sail, the kind of recreational boating she secretly wished would satisfy her
husband.When she reached the parking lot, she pulled out a bottle of yellow pills from her purse.
Her doctor had promised they would help. She gulped one tranquilizer and willed it to work
quickly.Alone in the car, Muff felt a chill that had nothing to do with the weather.“I WAS BASED
on Palmyra for almost two years. January ’42 to ’44.” Hal Horton, sipping his cocktail, pointed a
beefy finger at the map of the Pacific spread out on the dining-room table and kept talking. “It’s
that little speck about a thousand miles south of Hawaii. I swear, it’s like one of those South
Pacific movie islands. Right out in the middle of goddamn nowhere. And uninhabited. That is,
except for a few ghosts, maybe.”The paunchy former Navy officer went on without missing a
beat. “Once, one of our patrol planes went down near the island. We searched and searched but
didn’t find so much as a bolt or piece of metal. It was weird. Like they’d dropped off the edge of
the earth. Another time, a plane took off from the runway, climbed to a couple hundred feet, and
turned in the wrong direction. They were supposed to go north and they went south instead. It
was broad daylight. We never could figure it out. There were two men aboard that plane. We
never saw them again. We had some very bad luck on the island. Old salts in the Pacific called it
the Palmyra Curse.”Muff winced.Hal made another round of drinks at the wet bar.Fascinated,
Mac flipped through one of his host’s old Navy photo albums. He learned there had been five
thousand men and a few nurses stationed on Palmyra during World War II. The island had been
a naval air facility, with several PBY seaplanes and a dozen or so SBD dive-bombers based
there, primarily for long-range patrol. The single enemy action of the war occurred less than
three weeks after the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor. A lone Japanese submarine surfaced
three thousand yards offshore and began firing its deck guns at a dredge operating in the
island’s lagoon. A five-inch-gun battery on the island chased off the would-be raider. After that,
the Empire of the Rising Sun expressed no interest in the isolated atoll.“Pan Am had used it
before the war for refueling its Clipper service to Samoa,” Hal went on. “Most of the structures
went up after Pearl Harbor, though. We even built a hospital on one end of the island. It was a
good location for an emergency airfield, because so many aircraft were heading south out of
Hawaii to other island chains. Problem was, Palmyra—with its islets, lagoons, and reefs forming
a perfect horseshoe—is very small. You can fly over it at ten thousand feet and not see it if there
are a few clouds in the sky. Once we heard a plane overhead trying to find us, but he crashed in
the drink before he could find the runway. We didn’t get to the poor guy fast enough. Sharks
found him first.”“Oh, my God,” Muff said, making eye contact with Marie.“This Palmyra doesn’t
sound like such a wonderful place to me,” Marie said loyally.“How deep is the channel?” Mac
asked, ignoring the women.“Fifteen feet,” Hal answered. “Plenty big enough for a sailboat. We
used to get medium-sized cargo ships inside the lagoon. We built a loading dock for them. The
West Lagoon, which is the main lagoon, is over three quarters of a mile long and over a half mile
wide.”“I bet there’re lots of places to explore,” Mac said with boyish anticipation.“Oh, yeah,” Hal



agreed. “Machine-gun bunkers, underground tunnels and storage areas—the works. I heard that
the Navy left a lot of stuff behind when they pulled up stakes after the war. It was cheaper than
shipping it all back. You’d find all kinds of relics, I bet.”“Sounds like it’s worth spending some time
there,” Mac said.“There’s nothing there anymore in the way of docking facilities or usable
equipment, I’m sure,” Hal cautioned. “You’ll have to bring everything with you.”“Our boat is very
well-equipped,” Mac said.“Best-equipped I’ve ever seen,” Jamie concurred.Mac and Muff left
that night with a stack of material on Palmyra, including a letter from an Army officer to a college
professor planning a trip to Palmyra. “I can assure you it will be an experience that you will long
remember,” the military man wrote in 1963. “You will have plenty of animal, insect, fish, and bird
companions, and after a while you become very friendly with them.” Attached to the letter was a
detailed three-page list of items to take to Palmyra, from “partner” and “well-equipped first-aid
kit” to “pistol and ammunition.” The letter concluded: “It’s a place where you can remove yourself
from the many problems of the world.”That was exactly what Mac wanted to hear. Although San
Diego was more unspoiled and picturesque than most large cities, it still suffered from increasing
traffic and crime. Reports of violent muggings, rapes, and shootings were alarmingly more
frequent. Smog, a harbinger of urban blight, was becoming a concern, too. He sensed that his
world lay somewhere out there, on the vast windswept bowl of the ocean, not here in a
mushrooming city of half a million people jostling for space.Muff, by contrast, would have loved
life in a rambling, ranch-style home, complete with backyard pool, in this coastal city with its
clean beaches and bustling shopping malls. She would have liked to have children, too. But even
though Mac talked often in the earlier years of their marriage about raising a family, sailing had
always stood in the way. Muff was reconciled to the inevitable. Was any life perfect?She doubted
she was capable of loving a man more than she loved Mac. She found him dashing and
intelligent, and he seemed to love her deeply. She was still committed to the decision she’d
made early in their marriage in accepting Mac’s way of life. There was that rapt, yearning gaze
that appeared in his eyes only when he talked about sailing. She had never asked him to choose
between her and his other love. He deserved both. And anyway, she wasn’t entirely sure which
he would choose.A few weeks after the visit to Horton’s, Mac finished his Pacific itinerary. The
Sea Wind would depart San Diego for Hawaii, dock there a month or so, and then set sail for
Palmyra. If the island was everything Mac fantasized it to be, he intended to stay from six months
to a year. Then they would continue on to Tahiti and other fabled islands throughout the South
Pacific.Mac gave notice to his employer, Triple A South, a ship repair business at Underwood’s
Marina. Recommended for the job by Jamie Jamieson, Mac had so delighted the owner with his
mechanical prowess that he’d been promoted to a supervisory position within weeks. That had
been almost a year ago, and now Mac had succumbed to that familiar longing to leave job and
hearth behind, and set sail.As their departure date approached, Muff felt increasingly
apprehensive about the voyage. Internalizing her fears, she suffered from insomnia, heart
palpitations, and stomach pains. Her doctor didn’t find these symptoms disturbing—just
indications of a bad case of nerves.She did not have Mac’s good memories of the sea. On their



nearly six-year round-the-world honeymoon cruise a decade earlier, they had endured a
horrendous typhoon in the South Pacific, a perilous journey through the Red Sea, and a close
call with a marauding pirate ship in the Mediterranean. Living with the constant fear of bad
weather and high seas, they had been drained by the tension that comes with sailing a small
boat in a very big, very unpredictable ocean. She did not want to go through any of it again. But if
something happened to Mac sailing alone, she would never be able to forgive herself for not
being at his side.“This trip will be easier than the world cruise,” Mac assured her. “We’ll only be
gone two years. We can take it slow and easy. Honey, we’ll have a great time.”“I hope so,” Muff
said, forcing a smile. “I don’t know why I have such a funny feeling about this trip.”CHAPTER
3HONOLULUA CAR CRUISED SLOWLY THROUGH the parking lot at Keehi Lagoon harbor,
adjacent to Honolulu International Airport. Hundreds of pleasure boats bobbed gently alongside
long rows of docks. Catamarans and trimarans, ketches and schooners, cutters and sloops,
playthings of the young and old, the rich and not-so-rich, the adventurous and the lazy. For
some, a boat was a way of life. For others, a brief weekend escape. For the owners of one boat
temporarily moored here, Buck and Jennifer, an escape of an altogether different kind was
planned.The rental car braked to a halt and a man of medium height, thirtyish, jumped out from
the driver’s side. He wore a sober button-down dress shirt and plain suit slacks. From the breast
pocket of his shirt, he drew a crinkled snapshot of a sailboat. He glanced at it, double-checking,
then set off at a run toward a line of moored boats. “Stay here,” he called back over his
shoulder.Inside the car, the older woman didn’t know what her son had seen that made him
move so quickly. It was probably another wild-goose chase. They’d had plenty of them these
past few days. A number of people thought they recognized the Iola from the snapshot, but none
had known or admitted where it or Jennifer might be now. Sarah “Sunny” Jenkins pondered
whether she and her son, Ted, would find her daughter in time.Arriving from California four days
earlier, they had started their search on the Big Island at Jennifer’s last address, the ramshackle
cabin in the volcanic mountains outside Hilo. They found someone who told them Jennifer and
her boyfriend had moved to Maui to restore and refit an old sailboat they had bought there.
Sunny and Ted immediately caught a flight to Maui, and after a two-day search, they learned
from a long-haired fellow working on a boat at Maalaea Bay that the couple from the Iola had
finally managed to get their boat launched and had sailed over to Oahu. Undeterred, Sunny and
Ted headed there, but as their flight circled Honolulu, Sunny’s heart sank at the myriad small
boats that jammed the waterways and harbors as far as she could see. How in the world were
they ever going to find one boat in that horde? She stiffened her resolve. They had absolutely no
choice but to try. After Jennifer’s last letter, Sunny had relayed the unnerving news to Ted, and
they had agreed that Jennifer must be talked out of this insane notion of sailing off with Buck
Walker.Sunny, her thick, chestnut hair shot with gray, was a handsome and self-possessed
woman. Almost always, she showed the world a brightly sunny disposition—true to her
nickname. Right now, though, she allowed herself to look worried and downcast. The Iola could
have sailed days before.Ted approached the car, his shirt wet through at the armpits and



plastered to his chest. Runnels of sweat ran down his face.Sunny rolled her window down, and a
humid, hot breeze invaded the air-conditioned comfort of the car.“I found her, Mom.”“Oh, Teddy,
thank God.” Sunny could hardly catch her breath.“She’ll be right up. It was pure luck. I saw just
enough of the boat to see this thing sticking out”—Ted pointed to the picture of the boat and a
bowsprit that was visible—“and I remembered the guy on Maui saying not many boats had
it.”“How does she look?”“Fine. She couldn’t believe we were here.” A look of concern crossed his
face. “Mom, let’s keep in mind what we talked about. Okay?”Sunny nodded grimly. She just
prayed their plan would work.WHEN EVERYONE met for dinner that night at a waterfront
restaurant, Sunny covertly inspected her daughter’s boyfriend from across the table. She was
struck by the length of his sandy hair, worn in shaggy hippie style. His large luminous eyes met
hers unhesitatingly, and he carried himself with confidence and laid-back macho poise. Big and
muscular, he exuded a natural élan. Sunny could see Jennifer falling for him. At the moment,
Jennifer seemed content to do the talking for them both.“So, Buck patched up the holes in the
hull and we finally got her in the water,” Jennifer was explaining between bites, “about, what—”
She looked at Buck.“Three, four weeks ago,” he said.“And I quit my job and we sailed over from
Maui,” Jennifer continued. “We were going to buy a ship-to-shore radio with the money you sent,
Mom, but we decided against it. We needed to store up on stuff like sugar and flour. I’ll be baking
a lot. And we’ll be catching lots of fish.”“You don’t have a radio?” Sunny asked with deceptive
calm.Jennifer blithely shook her head.“Two-way radios are expensive,” Buck said, then smiled
easily. “Besides, there’s no one on shore we want to talk to that badly.”Did he mean to give
offense, Sunny wondered, or was he just thoughtless?You silly, stupid kids. The words were on
the tip of Sunny’s tongue. How can you think of sailing out into the middle of the ocean without a
radio? What happens if you need help? But she kept quiet; she and Ted had agreed that
confrontations and recriminations with Jennifer would be counterproductive.Jennifer had been
easy to raise as a child. They had lived in a third-floor walkup apartment in the Washington
Heights section of New York City. Jennifer, a good-natured and animated youngster, made
friends easily. Sunny divorced Jennifer’s father when the little girl was ten. With Ted off to school
at Syracuse University in upstate New York, mother and daughter moved to Toronto, and that
was where the trouble had started. By her third year of high school, Jennifer was cutting class to
shoot pool with some friends. Her game improved; her grades went downhill. Sunny could do
nothing with her. Eventually, there was an ultimatum from the principal: Jennifer could drop out
voluntarily or carry the stigma of being flunked. “People in our family do not quit school,” her
Uncle Buddy told her. “Dropping out would be the worst decision of your life,” her brother warned.
But drop out she did, promising everyone she would re-enroll the following fall. That summer,
mother and daughter moved to Los Angeles, and true to her word, Jennifer was back in school
that September. She took things more seriously the second time around, earning As and Bs
while working as a night clerk at a discount department store. After graduating the following
June, she enrolled in junior college, majoring in psychology. A year later, she moved into her own
apartment in the San Fernando Valley section of Los Angeles, but Sunny continued to see her



regularly. Then, shortly after earning her junior college degree, Jennifer moved to Hawaii in 1969
to help Uncle Buddy run his Oahu resort, Ulu Ma Village, an authentic sixteenth-century
Hawaiian village he had bought in Honolulu, taken down board by board, trucked across the
island to Kaneohe Bay, and reassembled on seashore land he owned there. It was a bar and
restaurant, and after Uncle Buddy made arrangements for tour buses to stop, business took off.
Jennifer worked tables and handled bookkeeping and accounting.After all these years on the
islands, Jennifer’s suntan was darker, her hair shorter and lighter, but to Sunny everything else
about her seemed much the same. Still, she couldn’t be sure she really knew her daughter these
days. A few visits scattered over half a decade had revealed little of what was actually going on
in her daughter’s life. Take this drug-charge business—was Jennifer, like so many young people,
heavily involved in drugs? She had long defended her regular use of marijuana (she was
convicted in Hawaii in 1970 for illegal possession) as no different from a businessman’s downing
his daily martini after a hard day at the office. In her last letter, Jennifer had dismissed the drug
charges against Buck and her as “trumped-up.”After dinner, Ted asked for the check and looked
squarely at Buck. “Jenny wrote us about your legal problems. Is there anything we can do to
help?”“I don’t think so,” Buck said in a low voice.Ted waited for more.Jennifer broke the silence.
“Buck was arrested on a charge of selling MDA. It’s a drug, Mom, but it’s not like heroin. More
like grass. Anyway, I’d gone into town with Buck. He was arrested in the parking lot of Penney’s. I
was a few blocks away at a Laundromat, doing the wash. But they still ended up filing a charge
against me for selling MDA, too. It isn’t fair. None of it.” (While Jennifer had had no problem
telling her mother and brother about her earlier run-in with the law over marijuana—she was
indignant rather than ashamed—she had not told them of her arrests and subsequent petty theft
convictions in Hawaii in 1969 and 1973 for shoplifting. Those types of things one did not tell
Mom.)Jennifer honestly believed that Buck had been entrapped, and told her mother and
brother so. But she left out certain facts that others would find damaging. She didn’t mention that
Buck was packing a powerful handgun (a 9mm pistol) at the time of his arrest—necessary
protection, he subsequently explained to Jennifer, against being ripped off by another dealer. In
addition, before these aborted MDA sales there had been Buck’s attempts at growing marijuana
—hundreds of plants out behind their cabin.Jennifer had told Buck at the time that he was crazy
to grow so much marijuana. Yes, she liked grass, liked the heady, warm sensation, liked the kind
of cosmic euphoria she felt, liked listening to the Stones when she was loaded and hearing
notes and harmonies she’d never noticed before, liked making love while suspended in a totally
sensual dimension. It was a loving, accepting high, not destructive in any way, never a downer,
and there were no hangovers. (She also liked Quaaludes enough to trade grass for the tablets
whenever possible. “Ludes” caused her to tingle all over and feel very sensual.) She’d have been
happy for him to grow just enough grass for their own use, but Buck wanted the heavy bread that
came from dealing.He’d gone whole hog, and they’d been ripped off just before harvest time—
every single plant uprooted one night and taken away. Infuriated and hungry for revenge, Buck
replanted, put out booby traps (some loaded with live rounds), and started keeping a loaded



shotgun and revolver nearby. They’d had a huge argument about the firearms. When Jennifer
insisted that he not bring them in the cabin, he’d finally relented, stowing them just outside the
door.“Buck has a court hearing tomorrow, but he’s not going,” Jennifer continued. “But the lawyer
says that if Buck goes and pleads guilty to one count of selling MDA, they’ll drop the other
charge against him and the phony charge they have against me.”“Buck’s going to jump bail?”
Ted asked.Jennifer nodded cheerfully.Ted’s thoughts raced. “Buck, did I hear correctly? If you
show up in court tomorrow and plead guilty to one count, the charges against Jennifer will be
dropped?”“That’s what the lawyer says,” Buck answered flatly.“Will you be taken into
custody?”“No. They’ll give me a sentencing date for the drug charge,” Buck said, giving no more
than he was asked.“Our lawyer says they’ll let him remain out on bail until he’s sentenced,”
Jennifer added. “But after he does his federal time on the MDA charge, California will extradite
him and revoke his parole from San Quentin. I don’t want him to go back there. That place turns
people into animals.”She couldn’t possibly share with them all the horror stories Buck had told
her about the notorious prison. He had witnessed stabbings, beatings, stompings, shootings,
and stranglings. An inmate could get killed for not paying back a pack of cigarettes. A guy had to
be mean and tough twenty-four hours a day in order to survive. “If you gave in to them,” Buck had
told her, “they’d make a punk out of you.” He explained explicitly what that meant. Buck said that
he’d rather die than go back to San Quentin. The terror in his eyes whenever he recalled his time
there finally convinced Jennifer that they had no choice but to flee from Hawaii and the MDA
charge.“Buck paid for his mistake,” Jennifer told her mother and brother. “He was only a
teenager and the gun wasn’t even loaded, but they called it armed robbery and sent him to San
Quentin.”Jennifer still remembered the first time Buck told her about his prison record—they had
just started living together. When she asked him what he had done and he answered, “Armed
robbery,” she’d been shocked. She’d despised guns and violence of any kind, even in movies or
on television. She hadn’t known what to say to him. Despite his tenderness with her, did he
harbor a hidden streak of violence? Buck had kept quiet for a moment, as if he understood her
feelings. When he finally added that the gun wasn’t loaded, that somehow helped. “I just hung
out with the wrong people at an impressionable age,” he explained. Since she had already fallen
deeply in love with Buck, she dismissed his somewhat shady past with the thought that
everyone is entitled to a mistake or two. She’d certainly made a few herself, and had fudged the
line on some laws she didn’t respect.Ted wanted to keep the logic clear and irrefutable in what
he was about to say. “Buck, if just by showing up in court tomorrow and pleading guilty to one of
the charges you’ll get Jennifer cleared, why don’t you do it? I’ll go with you.”Walker didn’t take
long thinking about it. “Okay. This is my problem anyway.”“It’s our problem,” Jennifer said
resolutely, as if affirming where her first allegiance lay at this table.After Sunny and Ted returned
to their hotel and Jennifer and Buck went back to the Iola, Ted began to think that he was making
the best of a bad situation. He would go to court with Walker to ensure that the charge against
his sister would be dropped. That settled, he and his mother would get Jennifer alone and try
their damnedest to talk her out of running away with Buck.Ted found it difficult to understand his



sister’s behavior. Actually, they had so little in common and so many years separated them that
each might as well have been raised an only child. He was eight years old when his baby sister
was born. When their mother and father divorced, it had been more traumatic for Jennifer than
for Ted, who had cut himself off emotionally from his troubled father years earlier. Jack Jenkins,
a warehouseman on the Lower East Side of Manhattan, never beat his children, but he cruelly
neglected them; he would come home too drunk to do anything but pass out in his chair in the
living room. Ted had lost all respect for his father and, in college, had chosen the path taken by
his mother’s brother, Uncle Buddy, who had made a sizable fortune in sales before going into the
resort business. The month Ted graduated from Syracuse with a business degree, he married
his college sweetheart, Donna, and they moved to the West Coast, where he began his own
sales career. Within ten years, Ted was running his own educational book sales firm, and he and
his wife were raising six children in their suburban home thirty miles from San Francisco.The last
time he’d spent any time with Jennifer was a couple of years earlier when she and two girlfriends
had “crashed” at his place, camping out for a month in sleeping bags on the living-room floor.
Ted, busy as usual at work, was out of the house early every morning and not back until well
after nightfall. Donna, stuck at home all day, bore the brunt of the intrusion. “Jennifer and her
friends are flower children,” she whispered to Ted late one night in bed. “No bras and lots of pot. I
don’t have anything in common with them. They think we’re horribly straight.” Ted had smiled at
that. “We are,” he said. One Sunday evening just before the three visitors left, he and Jennifer
stood on a bluff overlooking the woods behind the house and compared their differing
philosophies of life.“I see life as kind of a river,” Jennifer had said. “I’m just flowing along with the
current, going wherever the river takes me and enjoying the trip.”“Suppose you don’t like where
the current takes you?”“Then I let the current take me someplace else.”Ted thought about that for
a few moments. He wished they could agree on something. “Each of us is in control of his own
fate. We can make our lives better or we can make them worse.”The sun had gone down and a
chill was coming on, but neither made a move to return to the house.Jennifer explained that she
didn’t want to be like most people, “locked into a role” defined by their families’ expectations and
their social milieu. “Life, then, becomes a stage where people simply act out predetermined
roles.” She wanted to write her own role, her own lines, unshackled from the will of others. “I want
to define my own dimensions,” she told her brother.Of course, Ted knew that lots of young
people like Jennifer were leading unconventional lives and taking other chances. Besides using
a variety of recreational drugs, many were hitting the streets to protest the unpopular war or
running off to Canada to dodge the draft. More couples than ever were openly living together
without getting married. Values were changing, and much of society had been caught up in the
vortex of experimentation and dissent. He’d done none of it himself—he’d never even tried a
joint, not once. He’d been too busy making a living and raising a family for such silliness.
Nonetheless, he did feel uncomfortably straight sometimes—particularly around his baby sister.
She seemed so certain she had found the right approach to life.Jennifer smiled almost
forgivingly. She had voted for McGovern. Ted had voted for Nixon. What could she possibly say



that would bridge such a gap?“Look, Teddy, I know my life-style isn’t for you. You’ve got six kids
to support. You need to get from one point to another, regardless of which way the river is
flowing. But I like the river. And for good or for bad, I want to experience it.” Remorse, Jennifer
had decided, was better than regret.JENNIFER HAD been genuinely pleased that her mother
and brother had showed up in Hawaii. Though these days she rarely agreed with their priorities
or politics, she dearly loved them both. Their purpose in coming was no mystery. So she wasn’t
surprised when they invited her to join them at their hotel the following afternoon. Alone, without
Buck.When she got there, Jennifer had to smile. Both Mom and Ted seemed so prepared. They
looked like two neophyte actors waiting nervously for the curtain to go up, fearful of blowing their
lines.“Jennifer, I’d like you to come back with me and take over my mail-order business,” her
mother began. “I could train you and retire.”Jennifer was touched. There was a time a few years
ago when she would have jumped at the chance to be her own boss and run her own business,
but not now.“Mom, it’s a wonderful offer. I really appreciate it. But I’m committed. For months I’ve
been working with one thing in mind—getting our boat ready so we can leave Hawaii. I’ve been
putting money into it. Buck’s been working on the boat. This is something we’ve decided to do,
and we’re going to do it. I can’t change that course. I can’t desert Buck. He’d probably go without
me, but I don’t think he could make it alone. He needs me.”He needs me. Sunny knew she’d hear
those words sooner or later. Since Jennifer had been a little girl, she’d responded to anything or
anyone who needed her. A stray dog, an injured sparrow, a neighborhood kid who fell and
scratched his knee. It was no accident that Jennifer’s boyfriends had always been losers. She
went for men who had two strikes against them, not those born on third base, because she had
an overpowering desire to be needed. Maybe it all began in her childhood, when she would have
liked to do something to help her father stay sober, but was powerless to do so. Sunny said
nothing.“Jennifer, there are some legal ramifications that need to be addressed,” Ted said
dispassionately. “Though there’s no longer a charge against you—”“By the way,” Jennifer
interrupted, “thanks for going to court with Buck this morning. It’s a relief to have my charge
dropped.” Buck’s sentencing had been set for the summer.“Jennifer, if you leave with Buck, you
could find yourself facing new charges,” Ted said. “Like aiding and abetting a fugitive.”Jennifer
considered. “If I were his wife, they couldn’t charge me with helping him, could they?”Ted’s
opening salvo had backfired. He didn’t want to give Jennifer reason to marry Buck Walker.
“There’s something else to consider,” he said, hurrying on. “Even if they don’t charge you with
anything, you would be living the life of a fugitive. Buck could never come back, and neither
could you. Are you willing to abandon your family, leave this country with him on a sailboat, and
stay away the rest of your life?”“I’m not abandoning my family,” Jennifer said with conviction. “It’s
not like I’m dropping off the face of the earth. Anyway, Buck has promised it won’t be forever. In a
few years, he’ll come back and turn himself in. He thinks they’ll go easier on him if he can show
that he hasn’t gotten into any trouble since he left.” Even Jennifer had a hard time with that last
part. She couldn’t picture Buck actually turning himself in, as he had solemnly promised her one
night when they lay cuddled together in their bunk on the Iola. But this was a problem to be faced



down the road.“Don’t you think they’ll find you?” Sunny asked, unable to keep her voice from
rising. “There’s no way you can run from this. The government’s got planes and ships to hunt
down fugitives. They’ve got the FBI.”Jennifer stayed calm. She respected her mother’s right to be
upset. “Our plan is to find a secluded spot, off the beaten path, kind of an island paradise,”
Jennifer explained. Buck had warned her not to name the island they had picked out. She fully
agreed because she wasn’t convinced that her mother or her brother would keep quiet if the FBI
showed up on the doorstep with a fugitive warrant for Buck. “He’ll change his name and we’ll
start over,” she continued. “I’ll be fine and he’ll be fine and we’ll be happy. I love Buck and he
loves me. I know you think my love for him is blind. But that’s not so. I know what I’m getting
into.”“It’s not that love is blind, sweetheart. It’s just that it sometimes refuses to believe what it
sees. You’re certainly intelligent and perceptive enough to realize that going off with Buck is a
great risk. But you’ve talked yourself into believing there’s no risk at all, just oodles of love and
living happily ever after.”“Mom, I’m sorry. I’m going with him.”Sunny sat there like a carved figure,
holding her chin in one hand, beaten and frightened, wondering how Jennifer could be deaf to
the sense in what they were saying. This wasn’t at all like her daughter. Have I lost her? Is Buck
Walker controlling her?Ted realized it was time for his ace in the hole. A friend of his, a deputy
district attorney in California, had agreed to run Buck Walker’s name through the state
computerized system for criminal records. The result was a lengthy rap sheet, beginning with
Buck’s first arrest at age twelve, his escape from a juvenile detention home the following year,
and two incidents of joyriding the year after that. The list included two more escapes from
juvenile hall, another joyriding charge, and an arrest for grand theft auto, all before his sixteenth
birthday. As Walker grew, so did the gravity of his criminal activities. Charges piled one on top of
another and revealed a past riddled with much more than everyday hell-raising: robbery (age
sixteen), two burglaries (age seventeen), and the armed robbery conviction at age eighteen that
had earned him a sentence of five years to life in San Quentin. Seven months after his 1961
parole from state prison, he was at it again, arrested for a Los Angeles burglary. Incredibly, all
that information was contained on only the first two pages of Walker’s rap sheet, and there were
two more pages left. It wasn’t as if Buck had made one foolish mistake and paid his debt to
society. He had been breaking the law throughout his life. Ted didn’t want Jennifer to know he
was checking up on Buck, so he did not mention the rap sheet. Still, there was something he
was determined to tell her, because it was scary enough to make most people think twice about
having anything at all to do with Buck, let alone going off to sea with him.“Jen, did Buck tell you
that seven years ago he was committed to a mental hospital for the criminally insane?”Jennifer
defiantly folded her arms in front of her, unmistakable body language for digging in. “Sure. He
was just faking it so he wouldn’t have to go back to San Quentin.”The answer was so quick, so
sure, that Ted Jenkins realized right then that nothing he or his mother could say would deter
Jennifer from going to the ends of the earth with Buck Walker. Buck had preempted them by
presenting his version of his disturbing past, and Jennifer was intractable. Though Jennifer felt
that now and then Buck tried to improve on the truth, she believed he was essentially honest,



and had told her the truth about his past.Ted briskly gathered up his papers and tapped them on
the table until the edges were perfectly aligned, then slipped them back into his briefcase. He
glanced up at Jennifer, at the tight little smile on her face, and tried not to feel annoyed as well as
defeated. He hoped she knew what the hell she was doing.Though she’d said little, Sunny was
emotionally drained. She sighed deeply. Taking off her glasses, she rubbed fatigue-reddened
eyes. Like her son, she’d saved her strongest argument for last.“Jennifer, I’ve been having these
terrible nightmares. They’re always the same. You’re on a boat and a huge wave crashes over
you. The boat goes over and you are drowning. All I can think is, Jennifer is drowning, Jennifer is
drowning. When I wake up, I’m so upset I can’t get back to sleep. Sweetheart, if you go out on
the ocean in that little boat, I don’t think you’ll ever come back.”Jennifer leaned forward and
comfortingly clasped her mother’s arm. “I love you for caring so much about me, Mom. But
everything is going to be all right.” And so she believed. She was happier with Buck than she had
ever been with a man. They would make it. It might take some work, a good dose of luck, and the
right push from life’s river, but she was lost in love with her man, and that was all that
mattered.THE NEXT day, Sunny and Ted hugged and kissed each other goodbye at the
Honolulu airport and agreed they’d done their best. Sunny boarded a plane for Los Angeles, and
her son went to another departure gate to catch a San Francisco flight.Once in the air, Sunny
looked out the window at the vast blue sea stretching over the curve of the horizon. She couldn’t
bear the thought of Jennifer down there somewhere on a tiny sailboat, a mere speck in a watery
void. She yanked down the shade, blocking the view.Even if their little boat did not sink on the
long sailing trip, Sunny worried about ex-con Buck Walker. His surface charm was probably a
tool of survival. Who knew what he was capable of doing? If Jennifer got on his nerves in the
middle of the ocean, and he had a short fuse…Sunny said a prayer she was to repeat countless
times, but she placed little faith in divine intervention. Her nightmares were so terrifyingly real.
She felt the deep pain of loss, as if she had truly seen her daughter alive for the last time.A
WEEK later, Sunny received a greeting card in the mail. On the front was a drawing of a sailboat
skimming the sea and the words Today’s cares can soon vanish. The message concluded inside
—into the bright hopes of tomorrow. Enclosed was a handwritten note:Dear Mom,In reevaluating
my position, as you asked me to do, I find I cannot alter my course.The upcoming experience is
going to be good for me. I’ll do things that I’ve long been ready to do but didn’t because I
conveniently found enough diversions to scatter my energies elsewhere, accomplishing little or
nothing. Now there will be things which must be done to live our lives—food to be grown, bread
to be baked, things to be learned about self-sufficiency.I have great respect for your intuitions.
But when emotions are overrun with apprehension and fear of the great unknown, sometimes
intuitions become more dramatic than what is real. Those who ventured to America from the old
country went into the unknown in search of something better. Many who set out never reached
their goal, but many who remained at home did not survive either. Some who reached their
haven found it to be another hell. Others found a better life for themselves.I feel we will reach our
goal. Whether I’ll be totally content with my life there remains to be seen, but that I will become a



more self-sufficient, able person, I have few doubts.I’m glad that you and Teddy came over. It
was so nice to spend time together. I love you both.All my love,JenniferCHAPTER 4SAN
DIEGOMARIE JAMIESON WAS AMAZED by her friend.After a hurried and somewhat confusing
call in midmorning, Muff had appeared on the Jamiesons’ front porch as edgy and heavy-laden
as a refugee. In her arms she held a box that pushed against her chin. Shopping bags hung from
her wrists. As usual, she was trying to do too much at once, but the strain visible on her face was
not, in Marie’s view, fully explained by the physical load she was carrying.Half amused, half
concerned, Marie helped her good friend bring in the rest of the accumulation of stuff that could
not be taken to sea on the upcoming voyage. She was astonished that it covered the large utility
table in the family room and the tiled counters that ringed the kitchen as well.This kind of pack-
rat behavior, as Muff’s friends knew, was indulged by Mac most of the time. He loved to tell
people about the time he’d tried to change his wife’s ways. Because the bow of their sailboat was
lower in the water than the stern, he had ordered her to throw out some of her hoard. Next time
he looked, the stern was lower than the bow. Muff had simply shifted everything to the back. Mac
would howl with laughter when he told the story, and Muff would smile shyly. Maybe she’d heard
him retell it enough.This morning, after making some coffee, Marie was touched to see Muff
going through some of the odds and ends, as if she couldn’t bear to part with it all. Some boxes
held old magazines, newspapers, and other junk that didn’t have obvious value or a personal
connection. Others were filled with knickknacks from their cruise around the world. In one ratty
old suitcase, there was nothing but a collection of rather ordinary seashells. Muff showed how
she had painstakingly cleaned and polished each one; they all brought back a memory of her
shared life with Mac.Scattered throughout were authentic treasures of a comfortable, tasteful life
—delicate bone china from England, signature lead crystal stemware and serving bowls, a
complete dinner service of sterling silver, and a Tiffany platter.Unable to resist, Marie picked up
one of the brilliantly shining dinner knives and noticed an unusual design on the handle.“That’s
Mac’s family crest,” Muff said.“Honey, I feel a little nervous keeping things this valuable. I mean,
these are family heirlooms. Shouldn’t someone else have them?”Marie and Muff loved making
each other laugh, and Marie’s laugh—so big and so hearty for one so petite—would sometimes
surprise even her best friends. But there was no way to work a laugh into what was now taking
place.“Don’t worry about it,” Muff said. “I’ve kept just enough nice things on board for our special
dinners once a week. We do the whole formal bit when we’re cruising, you know, with white linen
and silver candelabra. I even make Mac put on a white shirt, if you can believe it.” Her laugh was
brittle. Her mind seemed to wander. “Of course, if anything does happen, all of this stuff should
go to Mac’s family.” She paused. “I guess I could leave it with my mom, but she’s pretty well along
in years.”Marie knew Muff wasn’t looking forward to the trip, and she instinctively wanted to grab
Muff in a big bear hug and tell her not to go on this crazy adventure. She felt protective of her
kindhearted, unassuming, but quietly courageous friend, as she often did. The truth was,
though, that Muff was in some ways less in need of protection than her self-confidently macho
husband. Mac had a tendency to trust the wrong person, as he had done recently in a phony



stock deal. Muff had told him to steer clear; that she didn’t trust the guy, who, sure enough, took
him for several thousand dollars.Marie wouldn’t say this to just anybody, but she was convinced
that Muff had an unusual ability to receive “vibes” from people, maybe even sense something
about to happen. It could be eerie, as if she had been born with invisible antennae on the lookout
for trouble. Just for fun, Marie had occasionally tested Muff’s ability to guess what someone was
thinking or anticipate a phone call. Muff was correct so often that Marie couldn’t scoff at the
notion of ESP.Swiftly but nervously, as if she’d been putting it off, Muff reached down into one of
the boxes on the kitchen counter and pulled out a finely molded Italian religious figurine,
evidently the Virgin Mary in her characteristic blue shawl. Her eyes were closed, in adoration or
in secret pain. There was an ugly crack in the ceramic forehead.Muff hesitated, gingerly holding
the figurine. “Here, I want you to have this,” she said, thrusting it into Marie’s hands. “It’s…
something we got in Italy on our honeymoon cruise.”“Oh, Muff, I couldn’t. This must—”“Please.
Please!”“But if it reminds you of—”“Marie,” she said quietly, “you don’t understand. I never want it
in my sight again. If you want to, just throw it out. I don’t want anything to do with it.”Marie was
flabbergasted. Muff was shaking, hardly able to catch her breath.“Look at her,” Muff said finally.
“Look at what’s happened to her…. Don’t you see? The hole in her head,” Muff said, referring to
a deep gash. She covered her face with her hands and began crying uncontrollably.Marie put
down the statuette and grabbed her friend tightly around the shoulders. The hysteria was
catching. Marie found herself crying, too, completely overwhelmed with a sense of dread and
loss.“I’m…not coming back,” Muff moaned.“Oh, Muff, you can’t—”“Mac and I—we’ll never see
you again.”“Honey, if you feel that way, you can’t go! Stay here. Mac will understand. He wouldn’t
want to put you through this kind of misery.”Muff stiffened immediately and stepped back from
Marie’s embrace. Trying to force a brave smile, she snatched a paper towel from the kitchen rack
and awkwardly dabbed at her eyes. She laughed, and Marie joined in. They shared a sense of
the ridiculous, and the tension broke.“No,” Muff said. “My place is with Mac. He wants to go. He
has to go. So do I. Right?”Marie felt cold chills.“Look, Muff, no one has to do anything. Mac, of all
people, should understand that.” Muff just smiled at her. “Come stay with us while he’s gone. He
can find a crew, take his big trip and explore his dumb island, and come home and tell us all
about it. I promise, we’ll look at every one of his damn slides.”Setting her lips grimly, Muff shook
her head slowly. “Just one more cruise. That’s what he…we promised each other.”Marie tried to
object, but Muff stopped her with a quick peck on the cheek and a casual hug.“Got to run,” she
said. “Thanks for keeping this stuff for us. Love you.”Later that night, Marie burst into tears while
she was telling her husband about the incident.Jamie always tried to see the rational side of
things. It was his nature. “She’s just upset. You know how she hates long cruises. Muff is a
homebody.”“No, it was more than that.” Marie gestured toward the bags and boxes, which were
still lying around the kitchen, untouched. “She was terrified.”“That’s awfully strong—”“Jamie, I
know Muff. She was saying goodbye.”“Well, of course—”“No, Jamie,” Marie said haltingly. “Muff
was telling me goodbye for…forever.”NOT EVERYONE took Muff’s foreboding so seriously.Her
best friend, Billy Bunch, rendezvoused with Muff one evening in front of the San Diego May



Company for a last window-shopping excursion before the sail.Billy and Muff had known each
other since 1952, when they met at the Y pool, where each swam laps after work. It turned out
that both worked at General Dynamics, one of Southern California’s giant aerospace employers.
In fact, they were assigned to the very same project: the T-29 jet trainer line. Muff worked in the
blueprint department; Billy was an electrician. They hit it off right away, even though Billy, twenty-
eight, was married, and Muff, twenty, was still single. Muff was the responsible, serious one,
while Billy tended to be more carefree and happy-go-lucky.After wearing themselves out
dashing in and out of stores along the well-lit boulevard and gasping at the prices, they treated
themselves to cookies and coffee.It was then Muff confided her fears to Billy.“Been to your
fortune-teller?” Billy chided gently.She knew Muff went occasionally to a spiritualist and took
seriously the old Gypsy lady’s predictions. Billy didn’t put stock in such prophecies, but she tried
not to be too judgmental. She and Muff had the kind of frank and open friendship where each
could say anything without fearing a putdown.“I went to her last week because I’ve had these
strange feelings, and I wanted to see what she had to say. Before I’d even told her how I really
felt, she got this worried look and told me something terrible will happen to us if we go.”“Oh, go
on and have a good time. She’s been wrong before, hasn’t she?”“Yeah. But I just don’t want to
leave. I really don’t.”Billy knew there was more to Muff’s desire not to make the trip. Several
times, she’d expressed concern about leaving her mother for so long.Twice-widowed Rose King,
in her early eighties, lived in San Diego, as did Muff’s older sister, Peggy Faulkner, also a widow.
The oldest sister, Dorothy Young, was married and lived in nearby La Mesa. Her mother wasn’t
really sickly, just elderly, but Muff feared something might happen to her before she and Mac
returned.Billy knew Muff had never forgiven herself for being at sea with Mac on their world
cruise when her stepfather died of cancer and her mother needed her so desperately. (Muff’s
father, a mechanic, died when the family lived in Pueblo, Colorado. Still a schoolgirl at the time,
Muff, with her two sisters and mother, moved to San Diego. Her stepfather, George King, hadn’t
entered the picture until after she was grown and living on her own.) For Muff, blue-water sailing
meant not only being away from home, but also being apart from her loved ones and friends
when they needed her, and she them.“Look, I know you’re worried about your mother,” Billy said,
still trying to deflect her friend’s concerns on the eve of their departure. “But she has Peggy and
Dorothy. And anyway, she’s pretty darn healthy. Don’t worry about her. You have your own life to
live.”Muff nodded distractedly.Billy laughed and playfully poked her friend’s arm. “Hey, worry
about me. With you gone, who the heck am I gonna find to beat at tennis?”Muff cracked
up.There’s that sweet smile, Billy thought with satisfaction. Sometimes, her friend was just too
nice for her own good.CHAPTER 5AT SUNRISE ON JUNE 1, 1974, the Iola departed Port Allen
on the southern shore of Kauai, the first island of the Hawaiian chain to rise from the smoking
seas millions of years ago.Long before Jennifer and Buck lost sight of the cloud-draped peak of
mile-high Mount Kawaikini, they picked up the northeast trades and were heading southward at
a good clip.The sense of being alone on the sea with the man she loved, feeling young and
healthy and free, soaking in the brilliant sun and cooled by ocean spray, was exhilarating to



Jennifer. Their future was now in their hands, not the law’s, and they were heading for a faraway
adventure that held new and thrilling possibilities.Her pleasant reverie came to an end in a few
hours when the wind fell and they were dead in the water, just bobbing on the waves. They
discussed starting the outboard engine attached to the stern, but decided not to. What fuel
they’d brought had to last. They’d just wait it out.Experienced sailors would have been shocked
to see three dogs traveling aboard the Iola. Sailboats rarely carry even one dog. Jennifer owned
a small ball-of-fluff mutt, Puffer, named because of the way she panted happily after playing.
When she’d decided to bring Puffer along on the voyage, Buck had countered that he was going
to bring his two dogs; Sista, a brindle-colored part-Lab bitch, and Popolo (“black” in Hawaiian), a
male pit bull. Buck’s dogs were big, clumsy, and hopelessly dumb, and Popolo had a mean
streak. Jennifer had tried to talk Buck out of bringing them. “Sure, I’ll leave them if you leave
Puffer,” he had said stubbornly. There was no way she could leave her little Puffer, who was as
responsive to her moods as a confidante, so all three dogs and 150 pounds of dog food were
along for the ride. To keep the dogs from being washed overboard, Buck had picked up eighty
feet of netting at a fishing supply house and secured it to the lifelines from bow to stern.The wind
picked up again early that first afternoon, and Buck hoisted the mainsail. But at nightfall, when
the wind tapered off, he lowered the main and put up the smaller jib, which gave the Iola about
two knots.The slow-moving boat’s rolling motion became more uncomfortable, causing Buck to
feel queasy, but they didn’t know how to respond. Neither realized that they were “under-
canvasing,” a common mistake of novices, who tend not to put up enough sail. Experienced
sailors would have stayed with more sail in an effort to squeeze out more speed, which would
have diminished the wallowing effect. Buck went below to nap. In the close quarters, he became
even more nauseated.Jennifer, less affected, remained at the helm alone. The night was
soundless except for the uneasy creaking of the booms and gaffs. Her biggest fear was colliding
with another ship in the inky blackness. A big ship would have radar, though. Wouldn’t it? But
suppose it wasn’t working or the operator was snoozing? She kept a sharp lookout for lights or
looming shadows in the night.Buck unsteadily came up on deck and relieved her for a couple of
hours, manning the helm until one in the morning, when he called for Jennifer to take over. At
sunrise, they switched places again, and she promptly fell exhausted into the bunk. She
wondered, before going to sleep, if every day of the voyage would seem as long as the first
one.Buck had often fantasized about sailing around the world. But he found the reality of being
on a small boat at sea much more enervating than his dream. His seasickness worsened the
second day, and he ended up spending most of the first week in bed.Alone at the helm, Jennifer
elected not to struggle with the mainsail—it took more brute strength than she could summon—
but to stay with the jib. That kept them going slowly, bobbing laboriously through the waves.Buck
was depressed even before they started, and now he was the grumpiest she’d ever seen him.
She knew it wasn’t just the nausea from the undulating sea or his fugitive status (that curiously
never fazed him), but the recent death of his father in a construction accident. She tried to
respond to Buck’s emotional needs. When he wanted to talk about his father, they talked. When



Buck wanted to be alone—which was most of the time—she respected his silence.Buck idolized
his father, describing him at various times as “the most dominant figure in my life” and “the most
fascinating man I ever knew. I was like a wart on his nose, never tiring of watching him.” Buck
would say that in his father’s approval he soared, while his disapproval “was bone-crushing.” In
Buck’s eyes, there simply was no positive human characteristic his father did not possess. He
was “handsome, intelligent, had extraordinary logical ability, and no one could possibly resist his
charm.”Jennifer had met Wesley Walker on several occasions. Her perception of him was
markedly different from Buck’s. To Jennifer, Buck’s father was a wanderer, a dreamer, a loser.
(He was also a rigid disciplinarian, quite the opposite of Buck’s complaisant, overly protective
mother, Ginger.) He also had an insensitive streak that she’d found disturbing. When Buck was
in the fifth grade, a bully had chased him home from school. He complained to his father, but
was told to figure out a physical way to deal with the threat by himself. Buck’s solution was to
hide a length of two-by-four in the bushes halfway between school and home. When the bully
chased him the next day, Buck stopped for the board and clubbed the surprised bully into
submission. That evening, when the other kid’s parents appeared at the Walker house to
complain about their son’s injuries, Wesley Walker ordered them off his property. Then he put his
arm around his son and congratulated him. “Dad taught me two lessons that time,” Buck
explained to Jennifer. “To think for myself, and it never hurts to carry a big club.” Another maxim
he told his son to live by? “Try always to be straight with yourself, however much you may con
the world.”Ailing in the Iola’s cabin, Buck tried to suppress his nausea with food. An experienced
sailor had advised him that keeping something in his stomach when seasick would prevent the
dry heaves. So he started every morning with a pot of tea, biscuits with honey, and generous
helpings of oatmeal. He dumped spoonful after spoonful of sugar in the hot cereal, hoping it
would give him energy. After eating, however, he promptly went out to the railing and—as old
salts say—fed the fish. Then he’d go back to bed for an hour or so before wobbling back into the
galley to make another meal for himself from their precious hoard.Jennifer had spent more than
a thousand dollars—virtually all of their money—stocking up on supplies for the trip. She had
concentrated on the basics, like rice and soybeans and flour and sugar, shopping for bargains
and making purchases in large enough quantities to get discount prices—such as a fifty-pound
sack of red beans, which she knew to be a good source of protein. They had packed away a lot
of canned goods, too—peaches, applesauce, pineapples, plums, green beans, carrots,
creamed corn, and meat products like Spam and chili. Also, dried goods like fruits and nuts and
grain for baking, all kept in plastic bags to keep out the moisture. And six dozen eggs, each one
covered with Vaseline and turned periodically so they wouldn’t go bad. They’d brought along
thirty gallons of fresh water, a few cans of powdered orange drink, and two half-gallon jugs of
vegetable oil for cooking.Every available storage space in the Iola’s cramped cabin was full of
goods, making it difficult to move around. In fact, when Jennifer and Buck were below at the
same time, one of them had to turn sideways to allow the other to pass.The Iola’s companionway
steps into the cabin landed right in the center of the boat. The galley had a two-burner stove on



gimbals (designed to remain level even when the boat was not), atop which sat a stained tin
coffeepot, a single cabinet, and a tiny metal sink where the dishes were washed sparingly with
bottled water. On the port side was a narrow bunk with a foam-rubber cushion covered in black
Naugahyde. When Jennifer and Buck slept together, they did so on their sides, spoon-in-spoon
style, as there was no room for assuming other positions. The hub of activity for Buck and
Jennifer centered around the circular drop-leaf table in the cabin’s galley, on each side of which
were built-in benches. It was here that they not only ate their meals, but spent virtually all their
time below unless they were working in the galley or sleeping. The burled table served as chess
table and navigation station, too.The boat’s quarters were tight, but homey. Jennifer had sewn
magnolia-print curtains, which covered the portholes and several of the open storage bins.
There were other touches that revealed a woman’s hand. Two miniature cattleya orchids, potted.
A hanging macramé. A tattered Raggedy Ann doll. The scent of peppermint soap.Buck and
Jennifer were planning to rendezvous on Palmyra with their friend Richard “Dickie” Taylor and his
brother, Carlos, at the end of August. They’d all become acquainted at Maalaea Bay when
Dickie was outfitting his thirty-two-foot sailboat beside the dry-docked Iola.Before leaving for
Palmyra, Buck had worked out a business deal with the Taylor brothers that they hoped would
make them all rich. From seeds they would take with them, Buck and Jennifer would grow a
large crop of marijuana on Palmyra, far away from cops and rip-off artists. Dickie and Carlos
were to handle the distribution end of the business, smuggling the dope into Hawaii and selling it
for big profits. As part of the deal, they would bring supplies with them to Palmyra in late
August.Since that first day out of Port Allen, the Iola’s mainsail had not been raised. Jennifer had
managed with only the jib up. On deck, she vigilantly kept the boat headed due south, while
Buck stayed below in the bunk reading spy novels, and eating. She told Buck he might feel
better if he came up on deck for some fresh air, but he claimed he was too tired. She began to
wonder how much of his alleged seasickness was a cover for laziness. He was out of his
element, okay, but so was she. Why wouldn’t he at least try to help?One night, when Jennifer
could no longer keep her eyes open at the helm, she tried tying the wheel in place so it wouldn’t
turn. It seemed to work. She took a final look in all directions. There were no lights. Still, she
knew it would be chancy. But maybe she could go down and close her eyes for a few
minutes.When she went below, Buck was awake, sitting on the bunk cleaning his handgun—
a .22-caliber revolver—while smoking a thin marijuana cigarette.The sight of the gun made her
uneasy. It brought back memories of their biggest argument at Mountain View. When she had
put her foot down and told him she did not want him bringing guns into their cabin, he’d ordered
her to shut up. She ended up running outside and jumping in her van, an old bread truck with
pink butterflies painted over the grille. He’d peppered rocks at the van as she pulled away. When
she returned a few days later, Buck was ready to promise not to bring guns into the house again,
but he did not apologize. Not for yelling, not for telling her to shut up, not for the rock throwing. In
fact, Jennifer had never to this day heard Buck ever say to her, or to anyone else for that matter,
“I’m sorry.” Not once. There were people like that.“I still don’t like having guns aboard,” she said



resignedly, taking a hit off the joint. Before leaving Hawaii, Buck had made a persuasive
argument for bringing weapons on the trip, explaining that they needed protection from pirates
and other bad types they might be unlucky enough to encounter on the open seas. She had
reluctantly agreed, and had even acquiesced when Buck insisted she take target practice. (She
had surprised herself by hitting the tree on both her attempts.)He smiled, but mechanically,
without humor or warmth. The scraggly beard he’d been growing made him look surly. He
seemed to savor the weight of the gun in his hand. “Remember what I said, Jen. A person would
be crazy to sail the high seas these days without protection.”The .22 was his two-by-four in the
bushes.“I was sitting here thinking about Jake,” Buck went on, dabbing a spot of oil on a soft
cloth.Jennifer, exhausted, collapsed at the galley table. She felt resentment rising. Buck had
goofed off below all day, eating, resting, reading. And now he was primed to talk, while she
hungered for sleep.“You remember Jake?”“Yeah.”Jake, as she’d heard often, had been Buck’s
favorite teacher at San Quentin.Although Buck had dropped out of school in the seventh grade,
he had taken various courses in prison and become a serious reader of a wide range of books,
from detective novels to more challenging works like Will Durant’s The World of Philosophy and
Ayn Rand’s Atlas Shrugged, a novel that portrayed a world in which his father, Buck believed,
would have succeeded. Buck’s favorite biblical book was the story of Job, with which he
identified strongly, given his interpretation of the circumstances of his life. In prison, Buck once
met notorious “Red Light Bandit” Caryl Chessman, the convicted kidnapper and rapist. Buck,
who dreamed of being a published writer, had read Chessman’s well-received book, Cell 2455,
Death Row, and admired his fellow prisoner’s gift for compelling narrative. In their only
conversation, the two cons discussed books they found important and provocative. About the
time Chessman went to his death in San Quentin’s gas chamber, Buck received his high school
diploma by mail.Buck was pushing the rag down the barrel of the revolver with a rod. “In World
War Two, Jake was an Army major. One time he was ordered to reconnoiter around an enemy-
held Pacific island with a squad of men.”Jennifer was so tired she had to fight to keep her eyes
open, and here was Buck telling her some war story.“Early in the mission, they captured a
Japanese sentry. They couldn’t spare men to return him to their own lines, and they obviously
couldn’t take the prisoner with them on their mission.”Buck was now wiping the trigger
mechanism with a clean corner of the rag. “So, Jake ordered his sergeant to shoot the prisoner.
The sergeant refused. Jake admitted to me it was probably an illegal order. Still, he said he didn’t
believe in issuing an order that he wasn’t prepared to carry out himself. He thought about it a
long time. It was important to get the information they’d been sent for. On the other hand,
shooting the prisoner seemed tantamount to…murder.”Jennifer perked up. “Jake called the
mission off and took the prisoner back, right?” He was, after all, Buck’s hero.“No.” Buck spoke
without emotion as he loaded his .22. “He shot him and completed the mission. As Jake pointed
out, millions of words have been written about morality over thousands of years. But in the end, it
comes down to a very personal decision.”Jennifer said nothing for a long time. From the way
Buck talked, next to his father, Jake had had more influence on him than anyone. It amazed



Jennifer that Jake had tried to make a strong moral argument to his class of convicted criminals
for killing the man, and she was troubled that Buck had accepted the reasoning so
readily.Jennifer slept only sporadically that night. She popped up anxiously every half hour to
make sure the wheel was still tied in position and to ease her fear that a ship might bear down on
them in the night. Buck slept soundly.The ocean voyage was draining her stamina. Her face and
shoulders were burned from the sun. Her once-shiny hair was caked with salt. Her hands were
ugly dishpan-raw. Her arm muscles ached from pulling on the sails and lines, and her legs were
stiff from sitting so long at the helm.Each day, she hoped Buck would find his sea legs, but the
incessant rocking of the boat seemed too much for him. He was sick most of the time and even
put off the crucial task of bringing the twenty-horsepower Mercury outboard motor inside where
it wouldn’t be ruined by the constant dampness.She had been forewarned that most wooden
boats leak to a degree. But the Iola, elderly and often repaired, leaked a hell of a lot. It made
matters worse that her hull had been fiberglassed by the previous owners, who must have
thought they were sealing the leaks for good. Actually, the only proper repair of a wooden hull is
recaulking the leaking planks, but that is a bigger job than slapping on a coat of fiberglass.
Everything looked fine while the Iola sat in the harbor, but in ocean sailing, wooden planks tend
to work back and forth, causing the Iola’s fiberglass to crack immediately. This exposed the old
leaks and allowed seawater to soak through the hull. Too, the cabin’s forward hatch let in water,
even though they kept it shut as tightly as possible. Everything in the bow stayed soaked.
Because of all the leaking they had to start the generator and run the pump daily to keep down
the water level in the bilge.At dusk one evening, alone at the helm as usual, Jennifer saw they
were heading toward ominous dark clouds lying low and heavy over the water. Suddenly, with no
additional warning, a squall with near-gale-force gusts hit the Iola. The air and rain were bone-
chilling cold. Clad only in shorts and T-shirt, Jennifer found herself shivering uncontrollably.Buck
rushed topside and leaped on the cabin top to close the air vent, which was letting in rainwater.
Jumping back down to the wet deck, he lost his grip on the boom and slipped. He landed
headfirst, striking his face on a metal stanchion.Jennifer heard the sickening thud and wheeled
to see Buck, semiconscious, rolling off the deck toward the churning ocean. It was a disaster she
had feared all along.She had pleaded with Buck to wear a lifeline whenever he came topside in
inclement weather, but he’d always resisted. “If I go overboard, just throw me a flotation pillow
and I’ll swim back to the boat.” But what if he was unconscious?The netting for the dogs saved
his life. Jennifer quickly tied down the wheel and rushed over, but it was a full minute before he
was alert enough to respond so she could help him out of the netting and back onto the deck.
Feeling woozy, Buck went below to lie on the bunk. One eye swelled angrily.Jennifer did what
she always did when the seas got rough, only this time with no help from Buck. She reefed the jib
—rolling up some sail so as to catch less wind—and put the stern into the wind to prevent the
boat from heeling over too steeply.She hurried below and donned a vinyl foul-weather parka,
thick pants, and rubber-soled deck shoes, then returned to the helm, where she strapped on a
chest harness connected to a safety line that would keep her tethered to the Iola if she was



swept overboard.The next instant, she was caught full in the face by sea spray from the raging
waters. When she choked and gasped for breath, the wind smothered her mouth with a blast of
air. It was like sticking her head out the window of a fast-moving car. She couldn’t breathe—she
was suffocating! She swung away from the fierce wind, coughing, spitting out salt water. Her
eyes stung; her feet and hands were wet and freezing. “Buck,” she cried out. The roiling sea rose
vertiginously high, causing the Iola to swing wildly into the wind and tipping the vessel over at a
crazy angle. Terror and amazement blanched Jennifer’s face as blinding billows of water burst
upon the little boat. Over the maelstrom of howling wind and crashing seas, she cried out:
“Buck…goddammit!”Buck, tossed from his bunk, struggled topside and grabbed the wheel.
Straining desperately, with Jennifer huddled next to him, he slowly got the Iola turned downwind,
straightening the Iola out. Minutes later, the squall dissipated completely, and the sky was as
clear as black Baccarat crystal. The moon lay on the horizon like a lighthouse beacon, their
course lying perpendicular to the path of its rippling reflection.They hugged each other long and
hard, and Buck went back below to rest, Jennifer taking over the helm. She blew on her numbed
red hands and vigorously rubbed them together.The isolation of being stuck on a leaky sailboat
in the middle of the ocean was beginning to wear on both of the lovers. They found it
unexpectedly and oppressively claustrophobic. Here they were upon the open expanses of the
world’s largest ocean, yet they were feeling uncomfortably hemmed in. And with never the
slightest break in the ruler-straight line of the distant horizon, all they could see in any direction—
today, yesterday, tomorrow—was water, the vast, impervious Pacific Ocean. The creaking
confines of the sailboat became their entire world. Their isolation together was complete.Day
after day, they saw neither land, ship, nor plane. It was as if they had fallen off the earth into an
endless waste of water, just as the maps of medieval Europe had predicted. The problems of the
world no longer mattered. They were on their own either to conquer the elements or
succumb.The finality of Jennifer’s action in sailing off with Buck to a deserted isle had finally hit
home. “Are you willing to abandon your family, leave this country with him on a sailboat, and stay
away the rest of your life?” Her brother Ted’s words flooded her head. Though at the time she
had denied that she was deserting anyone or anything, she saw now that she was doing just
that. She had left civilization behind. She couldn’t phone her mother and say, “You’re right, Mom,
I want to come home and take over your business.” Nor could she change her mind and turn
back. Buck would be caught and returned to prison. On the other hand, they didn’t know for sure
what they would find once—or if—they reached their destination, yet they planned to make this
place their home. And they had all of thirty dollars between them. The die was irrevocably cast.
Jennifer wondered why she had never foreseen the consequences of her actions.To compound
her fears and anxieties, Buck, without explanation, began to retreat into himself. For one thing,
they hadn’t made love since leaving Hawaii a week before, an unusually long abstinence for
them.Buck was the most adventuresome lover she had ever known. It was as if he’d created
sexy scenarios in his mind during his years in prison and whenever he felt randy, wanted to act
out every one of them. “Turn over this way.” “Let’s try it like this.” “You know what I’ve always



wanted to do?” He was summa cum laude in eroticism.Had they not been alone on a sailboat in
the middle of the ocean, his lack of attention would have caused Jennifer to wonder if he was
being unfaithful again. She still felt a stab of betrayal when she thought of Gina Allen, the
coquettish girlfriend of Mike, whose Hilo roofing business had employed Jennifer at the time she
met Buck. The work—carrying loads of roofing materials up and down ladders—was far too
strenuous for Jennifer, and Buck later took over helping Mike. The two couples often got
together, and Jennifer always sensed that Gina had tarted herself up for Buck. One night at
Mike’s place after he’d passed out from too much booze and grass, Gina suggested that the
three survivors climb in the backyard hot tub. Buck thought it was a great idea and began
undressing. The next thing Jennifer knew, Buck and Gina were naked, necking playfully. Buck
summoned Jennifer to join them, making it obvious what he had in mind. Shocked and upset,
Jennifer stormed out, slamming the door behind her. When Buck came home the next morning,
she asked nothing about the night before and he volunteered no details. She had not wanted to
know then, or later, when Buck spent late nights in Hilo. To be fair, he had never promised
Jennifer a monogamous life together. Just the opposite, in fact, as he bemoaned having been
denied so many experiences for too many years behind bars. He needed to be free to act on his
urges, he told her. At least he was being honest about it. Jennifer tried to overlook Buck’s
occasional liaisons, hoping he’d get it out of his system. Yet it hurt whenever she sensed, as
women so often can, that another woman had been in her man’s arms.But Jennifer had to face a
much worse problem after a week at sea. She and Buck had no idea where they were. Months
before they left, Jennifer had volunteered to be the navigator. She knew that finding a little island
represented on the chart by a dot in the middle of the Pacific Ocean wasn’t going to be a cinch.
She’d heard that even the most experienced ocean navigators could miss that small a target. It
wasn’t like hitting the Hawaiian Islands with their several good-sized mountains and busy lanes
of sea traffic.She had learned everything she knew about the complex subject of celestial
navigation from books—like a paperback guide called Ten Easy Steps to Navigation, which she
had brought along. She had never taken a sight or worked out an actual navigation problem until
this trip, so Jennifer had no reason to trust her navigating. The positions she plotted on the map
fluctuated wildly—one day, according to her calculations, they had sailed three hundred miles
south. “Wow, we’re making great time,” exclaimed Buck, who was only too willing to believe such
good fortune. But the next day, they had gone seven hundred miles to the east! Jennifer knew
that in optimum conditions, given the Iola’s slow speed, they couldn’t go more than fifty or sixty
miles in twenty-four hours. Clearly, her calculations stank—and they did not change the Iola’s
course based on them. They just kept heading in the direction the compass pointed to for due
south.Nevertheless, she doggedly followed the same routine each morning. She tied the wheel
down, surveyed the horizon, and went below, tuning the AM-FM transistor radio to the
international channel that gives the soft tick-ticking of Greenwich Mean Time. The seconds
ticked off until a melodic recorded female voice said: “At the tone, Mean Time will be twenty-one
hours and ten minutes.” In three or four seconds, a louder tick signaled the minute mark. At



exactly that moment, Jennifer started the stopwatch and went topside. Dutifully following the
step-by-step instructions in her how-to book, she raised the sextant and looked into the
eyepiece that reflected, through a tiny oval mirror, the line of the horizon in relation to the position
of the sun. Once fixed on that point, she checked the corresponding scale of numbers on the
bottom of the sextant, which gave her the angle between the horizon and the sun. Jennifer would
then go back below and use the navigation book to translate the sextant’s number into a formula
based on several factors, including the season of the year and the exact time of day. Finally, she
drew a “line of position” on a chart of the central Pacific. “Of course,” the book offered helpfully,
“this is not a line of position as much as a curve or circle of position. What you are measuring is
the geographical position of the sun at the time of your sighting.” Right.Four hours later, she
repeated the process. She extended the first line of position until it met on the chart with the
latest one. Where the two lines crossed was supposed to be their current position. But every
time Jennifer saw the haywire result of her careful work staring up at her, she felt like throwing
the sextant and book overboard.They were lost.She fought to push back her feelings of
desperation. She could figure out this problem. She had to. She’d taken math in college, she had
confidence in her analytical abilities. She was a capable woman, not a helpless damsel in
distress. She went back to the celestial navigation book again and again, trying to find her
mistake, but the solution continued to elude her.On their tenth morning at sea, with Buck on
deck at the helm, Jennifer had no sooner awakened than the realization stunned her. North, not
south! She reached for her navigation book. Somehow, she had assumed all this time that she
was supposed to be using the logarithm for south latitude. That’s where they were headed. But
she woke up realizing that was wrong. They were north of the equator.Her novice’s mistake had
been understandable. As her guide confirmed, the north logarithm was for use above the
equator, where they were. She excitedly spread out the chart and did some quick figuring, using
the previous day’s sightings. The position she came up with looked probable, unlike her others,
but she wanted to be certain. Three hours later, after two new sightings, Jennifer pointed to a
spot on the chart and proudly told Buck: “That’s where we are—halfway to Palmyra.”Buck
hugged and kissed her. His relief was obvious, and it occurred to Jennifer that he’d been more
worried about the uncertainty of their position than his sense of machismo had permitted him to
let on. But they weren’t home free, yet. From her library research, Jennifer knew that Palmyra’s
low-slung islets could only be seen from within six to eight miles, making it easy even for the
most deadeye navigator to miss the atoll completely.It wasn’t long before Jennifer discovered a
new worry: running out of food if and when they found Palmyra. Take the sugar supply. She had
planned to use it only for baking, since neither she nor Buck used it in coffee or tea or on cereal.
But Buck was now being extravagant with the sugar, feeling it might help him regain his energy.
And he was imploring Jennifer to bake, because bread and biscuits would be likely to settle his
stomach. The supplies were dwindling at an alarming rate. As for her own diet, Jennifer drank
cups of black coffee morning and afternoon and ate one light meal a day, usually in the evening.
A year or so before she met Buck, she had put on a lot of weight—ballooning to 170 pounds. To



take off fifty pounds, she had cut down to one meal a day and become a vegetarian. She still
seldom ate meat. Planning to supplement their food en route to Palmyra with fish, and once on
the island, to eat fish as the mainstay of their diet, they had brought along fishing poles, reels,
hooks, lines of various test weights, even a spear gun. But so far, they hadn’t managed a single
catch, other than a bony little flying fish that sacrificed itself by crash-landing on the deck. So
much for their dreams of fresh mahi-mahi or tuna or bluefin along the way. Although Jennifer had
only fished a couple of times in her life, Buck had claimed to be an expert angler. She hoped his
inability to catch anything so far wasn’t an indicator of things to come on their “island
paradise.”Thirteen days into the trip, Jennifer was down below calculating their position when
Buck yelled for her to come topside. At last he had begun to feel better and had been spending
more time on deck helping sail the boat.On deck, she found him struggling with a line. From the
frenetic splashing in the water, this was obviously a big catch. She was overjoyed at the thought
of fresh fish for dinner. But this fish had other ideas. Suddenly, it made a lurch under the boat,
but Buck, lightning-fast, bent over the stern and jerked on the line. His powerful arm hoisted the
wildly thrashing, silvery body into the air. With a net, he swooped aboard a tuna weighing thirty
pounds at least. Laughing, he grasped it by its gaping mouth.“Goddamn!” he shouted with
pride.But his exhilaration was short-lived. “Fuck! The hook’s in my thumb.”“Oh, no.” Jennifer
gasped, stiffening.Somehow, Buck managed to wrest the tuna off the hook. It dropped to the
deck, flip-flopping helplessly.Coolly and deliberately, Buck pushed the hook through his thumb
until the curved end with the barb was visible on the other side.Jennifer felt faint.“Get the file,” he
said evenly.“Oh, God!”“You’ve got to file down the barb,” he said. The beads of sweat popping
out on his forehead belied his calm voice.Bravely controlling her own squeamishness, Jennifer
tried, but every time she moved the file across the barb, Buck’s whole body tightened. Clenching
his teeth, he took it stoically at first. But soon he began to moan, softly. Jennifer trembled as she
scraped metal against metal, making more blood flow.“Try doing it with your eyes open, Jen.”
Somehow, he’d managed a wisecrack.“I just can’t…hurt you like this,” she stammered, turning
away.Without a word, Buck grasped the eye of the hook with pliers and snapped it off. He took a
deep breath and yanked out the bloody hook.A relieved Jennifer dabbed antiseptic on the
wound and dressed it quickly.She now understood what she had heard about ocean cruising
being “days of boredom punctuated by moments of sheer terror.” She also felt she knew a little
bit more about Buck. For all his self-pity and fecklessness on the trip so far, he could be very
composed and self-sufficient when necessary. He was a survivor.The next day, they had a
memorable moment of a very different kind; in a flurry of cheerful splashing, the sea around the
Iola became alive with porpoises.Chattering like squirrels, playfully vying with each other to be
seen and heard, the smiling mammals raced in front of the bow, aimed their blunt snouts
skyward, and jumped several feet into the air, flashing their white underbellies in a precisely
choreographed aquatic ballet.Beautiful as this welcoming visit was, the performance of the
porpoises reminded Jennifer that she and Buck and the Iola were intruders. This huge,
unpredictable expanse, teeming with secret and dangerous life, was another world. They would



be outsiders, always.At the sight of the porpoises, Puffer and Buck’s two big hounds went crazy.
They barked and barked, but the porpoises seemed to fly even higher. Jennifer and Buck, who
seldom wore clothes on pleasant days, stood naked and smiling under the warm sun. The scent
of the sea about them, they lovingly held hands.“Look at us,” Jennifer said. “We’re as brown as
berries.” By now, any patches of angry red burn had turned to tan. Buck’s thick neck and
powerful shoulders were almost mahogany; her softer skin was a glowing nut-brown. The beard
he’d started since being at sea was coming in a reddish blond, and she playfully stroked his
stubble, happily surprised at how soft it was already getting.They laughed and kissed, as if
they’d just found each other again.A diffuse lemon sunlight filled the air. This was the kind of
balmy and beautiful day that made Jennifer enjoy being on a sailboat in the middle of the ocean.
She hoped it was a sign things were beginning to get better.That evening, the sunset was
unusually brilliant, more chromatically various and luminescent than any fireworks display.“Know
what you’re seeing?” Buck asked smugly as the sun touched the dark horizon line of the
ocean.“A sunset, dummy,” Jennifer sensed some sort of challenge.“Actually, it’s a mirage.”She
was skeptical and not really interested. Beauty needed no explanation. It just was.“Well, listen up
and you can learn something from old Buck. The setting sun actually dips below the horizon a
couple of minutes before you lose sight of its image. It has to do with curving light rays. I’m
serious, Jen.”Jennifer shrugged. “Prettiest mirage I’ve ever seen.”The pale-blue scrim of the sky
merged with lush oranges and brooding violet, until finally, in the last hushed moments of
sunlight, the impeccably white cirrus clouds in the high distance blushed pink.In the stillness,
Buck said, “Red sky at night, sailor’s delight.”Jennifer knew the rest. “Red sky in the morning,
sailor’s warning.” The famous old saw was suddenly a special shared moment.They went below
and made salty, sweaty love. Beneath their urgent cries, few sounds disturbed the ocean silence.
Water lapped softly against the bow, the sails and shrouds occasionally flapped in the light
evening breeze, and the little Iola nosed steadily southward.For Jennifer, life seemed so
peaceful, and safe, at that moment.The next morning, they awoke to a sunrise as red as fresh
blood.JENNIFER TOOK the responsibility of keeping the Iola’s log. She really liked the idea of
recording their experiences in her own words. For whom? Themselves? Posterity? She didn’t
think about that aspect very deeply. She just went through the daily exercise with determined
regularity, much like a young girl keeping a diary no one would ever see.June 14. 120 miles from
our destination. Raised main sail for about 6 hrs. Made good time.June 15. Believe we have hit
the doldrums—becalmed with light squalls. Little progress made. Under jib—self steering.
Bathed in rain. Barely able to get a fix through all the clouds.June 16. Still becalmed. Gray skies,
no sun to fix so far. Drifting southwest—periodical rainsqualls. Glimpses of sunshine gave us a
fix. Still not much progress.June 17. Got up enough wind to raise the main sail—put up the larger
jib too. Progress is still very slow. Buck ran out of tobacco and is miserable. Baking
cornbread.On the morning of June 19, Jennifer made an exciting discovery. Barely containing
her glee, she approached Buck to make a serious announcement. “If this wind holds true,” she
said, and paused dramatically, “we should be…sighting Palmyra off the port bow around three



o’clock this afternoon!” She fairly whooped.“You sure?” Buck asked in disbelief.“According to my
calculations.” She grinned.She’d come a long way with her navigating. Now working with the
correct logarithm, she felt confident she was accurately tracking their position. The chart showed
them to be within twenty miles of Palmyra, and she was certain that’s where they really
were.Even so, when she caught sight of the island while peering from the bow a few hours later,
she found herself almost in a state of shock. She felt tingly all over and couldn’t stop laughing,
even as she screamed out, “Land ho! Land ho!” They’d actually made it!Buck squinted at the
horizon, then joined in excitedly. “You did it, Jen baby! Samarand at last!” He liked using an early
name for Palmyra he’d picked up in one of the books.“Whaddaya know,” she marveled. It was
just about the greatest success of her life. And she’d done it all by herself.“Incredible!” Buck
yelled. “Columbus could have used you!”“I did say it would be today. Didn’t I?” She sounded as if
she couldn’t believe it herself.She was a navigator now, a real oceangoing navigator. She had
achieved something amazing.It had been nineteen days since she and Buck left Hawaii. Along
with Jennifer’s log, they’d kept count on a calendar illustrated with a picture of an old whaling
boat. To be sure, they certainly hadn’t broken any speed records, but then the Iola was no world-
class racer. The plan, of necessity, was slow and steady progress toward their destination. But
they’d done it, and even the dogs got caught up in the moment, barking merrily.Jennifer darted
below and brought up two glasses of straight dark rum. She and Buck sat contentedly on deck,
their legs dangling over the side. As a light wind pushed them through the gentle seas directly
toward their destination, they gazed raptly at the slit of land on the horizon.“To our island,” Buck
said with feeling.They clinked glasses and drank to their good fortune. Only now, with the end in
sight, did Jennifer allow herself to admit how easily they could have failed.When they
approached close enough, they altered course to come around well west of the island to a
narrow channel indicated on the chart. Entering the island’s lagoon was not going to be easy,
thanks to Buck’s laziness. He had neglected for so long to bring their motor inside that salt water
and humidity had caused it to freeze up. They would have to sail through the narrow channel,
hemmed in on both sides by treacherous reefs, without power.But Jennifer did not want to give
in to a downer. Eagerly taking up the binoculars, she saw surf breaking over the hidden reef and
a sparkling white beach beckoning on the north shore. What had seemed undefined bushiness
from a distance now became visible as well-defined coconut trees—thousands of them. They
made a dark, thick barrier, and their fronds waved almost helplessly, idiotically. Jennifer, not
knowing why, found them unsettling.June 19. LAND HO! At 4:15 P.M. we spotted Palmyra off our
port side. Wind very light—unable to make landfall before dark. Headed east. Strong winds all
night. Then becalmed.June 20. Spotted Palmyra again this morning, dead west. Winds very light.
Very frustrating—rainsqualls and enough wind to get us just about where we were yesterday at
this time. But then the wind ceased. So near and yet so far!Not only were they frustrated to be so
close yet unable to reach the lagoon, they were also fearful of going aground on a submerged
reef. To play it safe, they headed away from the island just before nightfall, drifting a little out to
sea. They could have made it into waters shallow enough for an anchorage, but the unseen



jagged coral reefs might rip apart the boat’s hull. To enter the lagoon, they had to ease through
the channel. With the outboard motor fouled, they were dependent on a fortuitous shift in the
wind.June 21. Though winds were light last night and are brisk today, we’re having trouble
relocating our island.June 22. Couldn’t find her. Lowered all sails last night—no wind thru today.
Reading. Took sights.June 23. Fair trade winds. Hoisted all sails and went in pursuit of our island.
Re-LAND HO at 12:30, giving us plenty of time to gain anchorage. For entry, we’re hoping for a
SE wind. We are off SW shore. Saw a light on island at night. Possibly another boat?Jennifer, out
of kindness or prudence, did not mention the obvious: if Buck had done his job, they would
already be ashore. And he didn’t bring it up, even to apologize, but the unacknowledged tension
built.June 24. So nice to wake up and have the island right there in front of us.Nice, but
infuriating. Palmyra lay before them, close enough to swim to, yet the necessary wind did not rise
off the bow. Suppose a southeast wind blew only rarely in this region? What would they do in
that case? The current was no help; it always flowed out of the channel to the ocean rather than
inward.June 25. Another day of reading. Strong NE winds continue.June 26. Buck caught two
big fish this morning. Soaked them in brine and hung them out to dry. Will use for bait. A family of
manta rays came scouting their dinner. Still NE trades. Still waiting and reading.But when they
awakened on the morning of June 27, a wind was blowing steadily southeast. Excitedly, they
tumbled out of bed, hoisted sail, and got under way. From the description of Palmyra in the
Pacific sailing guide, they knew they had to line up with the two poles at either end of the
channel to hit a straight course down the middle. But as Buck took the wheel and tried to do so,
the wind suddenly died and the Iola came to a halt, subject now to the mercy of the outflowing
current. Minutes later, as the Iola drifted backward, there was a sudden bump followed by a
harsh scrunching sound from beneath the boat. The fragile Iola had gone aground on a coral
head.Reacting quickly, Buck lowered the sails.Jennifer tried to keep her cool. She kept looking at
the island, tantalizingly near. If they did begin to sink, she thought, at least they could lower the
dinghy and row to shore. They’d be saved, but they could well end up losing most or all of their
supplies.Buck, at his best when disaster loomed, dived over the side to check beneath the boat.
He saw right away that, luckily, it was the solid iron part of the Iola’s keel that rested on the coral.
There was no readily apparent damage to the hull itself. He went up to fill his lungs again, then
swam back down to check the other side of the boat, and ran smack into the cold staring eyes of
a sleek, implacable shark at least six feet long. The sound of his heart thudded in his ears. He
kicked hard to break the surface and scrambled up the side of the Iola.Jennifer looked
bewildered.“Friendly shark,” he gulped, still trembling.“Uh-huh. How do you know it’s
friendly?”“He invited me to dinner.”She didn’t laugh at his joke, in case he’d be encouraged to
show off by jumping in again. “Don’t you go back down there.”The warning proved unnecessary.
Just then she spotted two motorized dinghies coming out of the channel, one behind the other.
“We’ve got company.”The strangers in the boats headed directly for the Iola, then cut their
engines and bobbed in the water about twenty yards away.“Ahoy,” a darkly tanned older man
yelled from the lead boat. “Need some help?” In the other, a skinny middle-aged man and a



teenage boy watched without expression.“Please,” Jennifer shouted. Buck hung back, suddenly
sullen at the presence of others on the island.“Take it you’re without power?”“Motor’s
frozen.”“Want us to pull you off the coral?” Their would-be rescuer saw that Jennifer was the
designated liaison.“Yes. Thank you.”The powerboats moved into position and the men tossed
over lines to Buck, who silently secured them to the Iola’s bow. In no time, they were pulled free
and the dinghies were towing them through the narrow channel at a steady clip.Jennifer stood
on deck, craning her neck eagerly for a good look at the island close up. As they entered the
lagoon, her first vivid impression was of all the lush surrounding greenery. The waters of the
lagoon sparkled emerald and blue, rimmed by thin strips of blinding white sand and lumps of
greenish coral. Clearly visible in the crystalline shallows, schools of colorful fish darted by, and
the noisy chatter of birds rose in the distance. From this vantage, the army of coconut trees now
towered over the jewel-like setting like sternly forbidding sentinels, an impenetrable
host.“Remember, my name’s Roy Allen,” Buck growled under his breath. “Don’t slip up.”Back in
Hilo, Buck had persuaded Gina Allen to give him her husband’s identity papers, including his
birth certificate. In fact, the real Roy A. Allen had little use for them. A professional rodeo cowboy,
he had been kicked in the head by a bull five years earlier and had since been confined to a
Tennessee Veterans Administration hospital in a ward reserved for patients with little hope of
recovery. Buck had used the ID to get a passport in the name of Roy Allen.Buck’s warning
reminded Jennifer that no matter how serene their new home looked as they neared the shore,
their existence here would never be free of worry and suspicion.“Okay, Roy,” she answered
resignedly. “But what are you going to do about that big ole ‘Buck’ tattoo on your arm?”He glared
at her and stalked away.CHAPTER 6MIDWAY BETWEEN SAN DIEGO and Hawaii, the Sea
Wind hit seas so rough that Mac and Muff couldn’t see over the tops of the waves. That night,
Muff lost a pot of stew off the stove when the boat abruptly heeled, painfully scorching her hand.
It took an hour to clean up the mess as the boat kept lurching. “Why is it every time we go to
sea,” she wailed, “it’s lousy, lousy, lousy?”But unflappable Mac thought the trip was going quite
well. The favorable winds increased their speed, and there’d been no equipment failures or
breakdowns. Even in such heavy weather, he was invigorated by fast, flawless sailing. The days
were mostly steel-gray, but Mac’s vision of the adventures that lay ahead brought a silver lining
to any overcast. He whistled a lot these days. The tune he was stuck on was an old favorite: “The
High and the Mighty,” the title tune for a 1950s movie about macho pilot John Wayne bravely
pulling an airliner through a crisis.Each night, comfortable and snug in his bunk (and with the
automatic-pilot steering device keeping the Sea Wind on course, which could be verified by
periodically checking the compass in the cabin), Mac would turn the light switch off, and by the
soft glow of a kerosene lantern, read An Island to Myself, the true story of a man who had lived
alone on a tropical island. If only his Muff, sleeping fitfully in her own bunk nearby, could share in
his excitement….On May 25, 1974, at the height of Hawaii’s famously idyllic spring, they arrived
off the western shore of the massive Big Island. They had sailed more than two thousand miles
in only eighteen days, one of the Sea Wind’s best legs ever.Dropping sail, they proceeded under



power through the narrow channel of Hilo’s Radar Bay, glimpsing the varicolored bright
blossoms whose riotous profusion gave the island one of its nicknames, the Garden Island. The
docking area could barely accommodate a mere dozen boats, but Mac spotted a suitable
anchorage adjacent to the concrete quay.They moored next to a sailboat owned by Curtis
Shoemaker. A short, sinewy man in his mid-fifties with a bronzed, weather-beaten face that
looked as if it had been fashioned with a blunt instrument, Shoemaker had been sailing since his
days as a Sea Scout in Hawaii in the 1930s. Now a telephone repairman, he lived in Waimea, a
mountainous outback about forty-five miles northwest of Hilo, and was an avid ham radio
operator.Mac and Muff instantly hit it off with Shoemaker and his wife, Momi. They frequently
visited back and forth. When the two women went shopping one afternoon, Curt checked out
Mac’s two-way radio and liked what he saw, deeming it a first-class setup. He suggested that
they establish a radio communications link with each other as long as Mac and Muff were on
Palmyra.“You could get in real trouble on an island like that all by yourself,” Shoemaker
cautioned. “It might be a good idea to keep regular contact with the outside world.” He explained
that he had a high-powered radio at his mountaintop home and that they could fix a
predetermined schedule for communication.Mac was never one to admit he might someday
need emergency aid, but he liked the idea that his and Muff’s relatives and friends could get
word to them in their secluded paradise via Curt’s radio.While in port, Mac undertook some
essential last-minute fix-it projects. After Hilo, there would be no other ports of call for a long
time. They would have to rely entirely on the supplies and equipment they took to Palmyra.More
than one friend had teased Mac and Muff about the large supply of medicine they stashed on
the Sea Wind. But in far corners of the world they couldn’t call the family doctor or visit the corner
drugstore, so they carried their own floating pharmacy, complete with pages of typed
instructions and recommended dosages. A former Sea Wind crewman was responsible for the
instructions and the plethora of drugs, such as Pyribenzamine, Aralen, sulfadiazine, and the like.
A medical doctor, he had signed on for the world cruise in 1961 and left behind his black bag
when he and his fellow crewman deserted Mac in Mexico.Neatly put away in the storage areas
were enough tools and spare parts for Mac to open his own boat repair shop. He had everything
from pipe fittings and bits to bolt cutters and deck fittings. He had not just one electric drill, but
four. There was an electric generator and 1,100-watt portable alternator. And, as the hardware
store ads say, much, much more.Muff was equally well outfitted for her considerable chores as
cook and all-around boatwife, challenging roles aboard a small boat at sea for months at a time.
She had a full arsenal of pots and pans for cooking and baking, as well as some convenience
gadgets which, because of battery drain, are not often found on boats, such as an ice crusher,
food processor, blender, electric mixer, and pressure cooker.There was also a permanent
maritime reference collection aboard the Sea Wind. Titles like The American Practical Navigator,
Dictionary of Fishes, Medical Emergencies in Pleasure Boating, and Pacific Islands Yearbook
revealed the scope of the couple’s readiness for a self-reliant life at sea.And there were
weapons aboard, as well. Mac had a .30-caliber Marlin rifle, a small derringer, and a powerful



handgun, the latter kept below deck in a special hiding place beside his bunk. Even lying there,
he could slide back a panel in a cabinet, revealing the narrow shelf upon which lay the handgun,
one of the most potent ever built, the Colt .357 magnum, capable of blowing the arm off an
intruder. Of course, Mac was a man comfortable with guns, having learned how to handle them
during a brief Army stint in the 1950s. Muff, as anyone who knew her would suspect, was leery of
firearms, but she had come to accept the need to have them aboard after a terrifying incident on
their round-the-world cruise.It had happened after they cleared the Straits of Gibraltar and were
cruising off the coast of Morocco after dark. Mac was especially vigilant at the helm that night
because pirates in trawlers had reportedly been ramming sailboats in the area, boarding them,
stealing everything of value and killing everyone aboard, then scuttling the boats. Suddenly from
the darkness, Mac had heard the sounds of a large ship’s engine. To his horror, the outline of a
trawler headed directly toward him. When he quickly shifted the Sea Wind’s course, the trawler
followed suit. Mac saw that the two craft were headed for collision. He raced below, grabbed his
rifle, and flipped the switch for the two powerful spotlights mounted halfway up the front mast.
Yelling to sleep-dazed Muff, he scrambled back topside and stood directly under the spreader
lights’ white beams as Muff scampered in the shadows to take the helm. Mac snapped up the
rifle, aiming at an unmoving shadowy figure on the bridge of the mysterious trawler. Illuminated
like a frog about to be gigged, Mac knew his actions could be clearly seen from the trawler. If it
did not change course within moments, the Sea Wind would surely be rammed, perhaps even
sunk. But before that happened, Mac intended to shoot. He’s going to get us but I’m going to get
him, too, Mac thought as he slipped his index finger inside the trigger guard. Time seemed to
freeze as the two vessels silently converged. How close could he let them come before he had
to fire? Was the other man drawing a bead upon him? Then, in the next instant, the trawler
veered sharply away, only narrowly missing the Sea Wind. Someone, in this eyeball-to-eyeball
confrontation, had blinked. It hadn’t been Mac.They survived that threat, Mac came to believe,
for two reasons: he had the right instincts when it counted, and they had the proper equipment
aboard—in this case, bright spotlights and a handy rifle. The incident reinforced Mac’s confident
belief that a person made his own luck, as well as his conviction that ocean sailing was not for
the weak or ill-prepared. Despite his close call and others he and Muff had experienced, Mac did
not doubt his ability to survive whatever challenge their new adventure would offer. However
severe.June 4, 1974Dearest Mother,We’re staying in Hawaii until we have a full moon for the trip.
When we do leave, we’ll be going to Palmyra. We’ve heard a lot about how the island used to be,
but really don’t know what to expect now. I’ll give Mac six months (or even less) there and he will
be ready to leave. You know how changeable he is. Anyway, after Palmyra I can write you and
you will be able to write us, as the next places he wants to go have mail service. I hate it being
like this, each of us having to worry if the other one is well and safe.Your loving
daughter,MuffJune 24, 1974Dear Jamie and Marie:I was down the whole trip from San Diego to
Hawaii, thinking about leaving our friends. I still get lumpy in the throat when I think of all of
you.We’re all stored up and ready to leave for Palmyra, and we even have a full moon. Mac is



afraid we might miss it—such a small place in such a big ocean. I pray we have a good trip
there.Till later, take care of yourselves. Will write when I can.Love,Mac and MuffJUNE 24,
1974THEIR RITUAL of leaving port hadn’t changed over the years. Muff dutifully played the
supporting role assigned to her. Mac was captain and she was the crew.On this clear blue
morning, just as the last threads of sunrise disappeared from the sky, they went through the
exercise as they had hundreds of times before. He’d already rechecked every item of equipment,
using a mental checklist that was ingrained in his memory by now. No airline pilot in the world
was more careful in his preflight than Mac was in preparing the Sea Wind for sea.Today, as
always, he waited until everything was just as he wanted, peered out through the bobbing craft in
Hilo harbor to visualize his course to the big blue, and smiled a self-satisfied grin.Gruffly,
assuming a pose that landlubbers could dismiss as pompously theatrical, Mac spoke over his
shoulder. “Muff, let’s do it.” Perhaps he was playing a bit to Shoemaker, who stood on the wharf
ready to release the boat’s lines.Muff was standing just inside the companionway, poised beside
the ignition switch. “Okay, honey.”In the cockpit, Mac turned the key. “Hit it.”She flipped the
switch. Mac pushed the starter button and the engine caught right away. Letting the engine idle
so the oil would thin out and properly lubricate all the parts, he weighed anchor. He then waved
to Shoemaker, who untied all lines but one, a stern line. As Mac pulled in the lines, he dropped
them into perfect loops on the deck.When he was satisfied with the pitch of the engine, Mac cut
the suspense by announcing for all to hear: “Casting off!”Shoemaker dropped the last stern line
and Muff gathered it in. The Sea Wind was on her own.As unruly squads of sea gulls mewed
and wheeled overhead, Mac engaged the engine and they began creeping forward. Behind
them, the faint sounds of Hilo’s bustling early-morning traffic became ever more faint, a steady
hum of civilization they did not expect to hear again for a long time. Low in the sky, the rising sun
was blinding. It washed over the huge Chinese banyan trees that lined the bayfront drive and
guarded the verdant acres of Liliuokalani Gardens. But these features of the landscape rapidly
grew indistinct.Despite herself, Muff sensed immediately that the reality of being under way
would drain away some of her fears and misgivings. They were on familiar territory and Mac was
in full command. She had done her part, and she’d continue to do her part. She was determined
not to misstep or fall a millisecond behind. Sailing depended so much on proper balance and
timing. Mac needed her, but every minute of the day, he was the skipper, and she needed him
even more.Her husband sat at the helm, his back straight as a board, his brown hand resting on
the wheel, sharp eyes glancing 180 degrees to take best advantage of any eventuality. He felt
the morning sun warm on his leathery neck, the refreshingly cool spray of water from the
offshore wind on his face.As they edged their way through the Radar Bay channel, Muff took
over the steering and Mac upped sail with practiced efficiency. First the mizzen, then the main
and jibs. They all billowed out instantly in the gusting breeze, snapping the halyards musically
against the masts.Back at the helm, Mac looked up at the sails. It was a move as automatic and
unconscious as that of a cautious driver checking the rearview mirror. The wind was fresh and
steady, and all the sails were taut and full. He shifted the engine into neutral. He would allow it to



idle awhile longer before shutting it down, but they were under sail now, and for Mac, there was
no feeling like it in the world.Charged, now fully alive, the beautiful craft surged forward, heading
out the channel into the open sea, straining anxiously to fly upon the rolling surface.Mac and
Muff went about the steady work of joining forces with wind and water. Breezes rose and fell and
shifted, but slowly even the tip of mighty Mauna Loa peak, rising more than thirteen thousand
feet above sea level, sank into the shimmering sea behind them.When Muff brought cups of
piping hot coffee, they sat together in the cockpit, Mac at the helm, enjoying the radiance of
early morning. The day passed without incident. Long before sunset, they were alone upon the
watery bowl of visible ocean. No other craft could be seen. They moved across a bright,
unruffled sea.As the air cooled, then became chill, a powerful northeasterly began to blow,
urging them strongly and precisely in the direction of Palmyra Island.Mac, at last, had what he
wanted. They were heading into the unknown, and he was exuberant.CHAPTER 7THOUGH
DESIGNATED AN ISLAND on some charts of the Pacific, Palmyra is in fact an atoll, the very rim
of a steep-faced volcanic peak in a gigantic underwater range whose mountains, hidden deep
within the ocean, are among the world’s highest. Unlike actual islands, atolls are virtually flat,
with no hills or mountains. Palmyra’s highest elevation is only six feet above sea level.A
horseshoe curve of more than a dozen islets are spaced like jewels on a long necklace
surrounding a protected lagoon—the old volcano crater—a configuration common to atolls.
Each islet is composed of hard sand and constantly growing coral, carpeted with a dense
growth of shrubs and coconut palms.For centuries this ancient atoll lay undiscovered, six
degrees north of the equator, near the zone where the northeast and southeast trade winds
meet and tussle.On the night of June 13, 1798, Edmond Fanning, an intrepid American sea
captain, was sailing his ship, the Betsey, northwestward toward home from a trading trip to the
Orient. Fanning, a well-known sailor of fortune, had already discovered a Pacific island that now
bore his name. Suddenly, struck in his cabin by a compelling premonition of danger, Fanning
hurried on deck and briskly ordered the helmsman to heave to in the darkness. Astonishingly,
the first dim light of early dawn disclosed a low reef, dead ahead. Fanning’s ship would surely
have foundered there had he not trusted his mariner’s sixth sense. With heady relief, the
Betsey’s crew upped sail and carefully rounded the reef on its northern flank. Fanning climbed
aloft to the crow’s nest high atop the mainmast. Through his spyglass, he saw a small,
unprepossessing island on the opposite side of the reef. This is the first recorded view of
Palmyra, and the Betsey’s brush with destruction became the first omen of danger to be
associated with the island.The island was officially christened when a second ship chanced by
and gained credit for the actual discovery, Fanning having failed to make a timely report of his
finding. On November 6, 1802, a Manila-bound American ship, the Palmyra, was thrown off
course in heavy seas and pushed near the island by the elements. When the weather cleared,
the crew went exploring ashore, and occupied themselves on the atoll for about a week. It took
nearly four years for a dispatch from the Palmyra’s skipper, Captain Sawle, to be relayed from
one vessel to another and finally reach home with the news:New island, 05° 52' North, 162° 06'



West, with two lagoons, the westmost of which is 20 fathoms deep, lies out of the track of most
navigators passing from America to Asia or Asia to America.Fourteen years later, a Spanish
pirate ship, the Esperanza, kept a grim appointment with destiny in the waters off Palmyra.
Sailing with a rich cargo of gold and silver artifacts stolen from Inca temples in northern Peru, the
vessel was attacked by another ship, and a bloody battle ensued. Surviving Esperanza crew
members managed to sail her off with the treasure intact, but soon wrecked on submerged coral
reef. As the ship sank, the pirates successfully transferred their treasure and provisions to the
nearby deserted atoll: Palmyra. The following year the stranded men built rafts, split into two
groups and, after hiding their treasure, sailed off in opposite directions for help. It is known that
one raft sank. An American whaler found and rescued its only survivor, seaman James Hines,
who soon died of pneumonia. None of the crew members on the other raft was ever heard from;
it is assumed all died at sea. And since no one has ever reported finding the Inca cache on
Palmyra, it might still rest there, a collection of Mesoamerican objects several times more
valuable in today’s art market than the gold and silver would be as precious metals.The litany of
disasters had scarcely begun. In late 1855, word reached Tahiti that another ship, a whaler, had
wrecked on Palmyra’s treacherous reefs, but an attempt to find the missing ship and her crew
was unsuccessful.In 1862, Hawaii’s King Kamehameha IV granted a petition from two subjects
of his, Zenas Bent and J. B. Wilkinson, for authorization to take possession of Palmyra under the
Hawaiian flag. Bent and Wilkinson treated the island as virtually their own, building a
rudimentary house, planting a vegetable garden, and leaving “a white man and four Hawaiians”
there to “gather and cure biche de mer,” an edible sea slug prized in the Orient. Later that year,
Bent sold his interest in Palmyra to Wilkinson, who in turn willed his proprietary interest in the
property to his Hawaiian wife. Palmyra was included among the other Hawaiian Islands when
they were annexed to the United States by act of Congress in 1898.In 1911, Judge Henry E.
Cooper of Honolulu purchased Palmyra for $750 from the heirs of Wilkinson’s widow. He kept
Palmyra and adjacent properties until 1922, when he sold off all but one islet for $15,000. The
old judge apparently believed a rumor that the treasure of the Esperanza was buried under a
banyan tree on that islet—called Home Island. The new owner of the remainder of Palmyra,
Leslie Fullard-Leo, a South African diamond miner turned building contractor, had heard about
Palmyra shortly after moving to Honolulu and thought it likely to be a peaceful refuge far
removed from the rigors of civilization. But Fullard-Leo visited his uninhabited island only twice in
seventeen years. When he died, Palmyra was inherited by his three sons, who also rarely visit it.
Home Island has passed on to Judge Cooper’s descendants.The Fullard-Leo family was forced
into a legal skirmish with the U.S. government to keep Palmyra. In anticipation of the expected
Pacific war, Palmyra was declared a “prohibited defense area” by an Executive Order dated
December 19, 1940, and assigned to the jurisdiction of the Navy Department, which constructed
a naval base there for five thousand servicemen. The Fullard-Leos resisted in four federal court
battles. The clincher came in 1946, when the U.S. Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals declared the
brothers’ title to Palmyra Island valid. The court held that since both occupancy and claim of title



to Palmyra by Bent, Wilkinson, and their heirs (buttressed by regular payment of property taxes)
existed long prior to U.S. annexation of Hawaii, and were honored by the Hawaiian government,
Palmyra was in fact privately owned, even though it is a “possession” of the United States. Soon
after the circuit court’s decision, the Navy swiftly pulled out, abandoning buildings, gun
emplacements, and empty ammunition dumps.Since Palmyra’s status as private property had
been affirmed, visitors like Mac, Muff, Buck, and Jennifer needed permission from the owners to
spend any time there, but the Fullard-Leos, who live in Honolulu, had learned long ago that it
was impossible to keep uninvited guests off their island. Sensitive to what South Sea sailors had
long called the Palmyra Curse, her owners took out substantial liability insurance to protect them
from a host of calamities that might occur to visitors on their island, and hoped for the best.JUNE
27, 1974AS THE Iola was towed into the lagoon, Jennifer was struck with the feeling that time
had come to a halt on Palmyra. The lagoon, smooth as a mirror and so clear one could make out
the coral configurations on its bottom, was flanked on three sides by miniature islands, each
overgrown with tall coconut trees marching down to the waterline. The island was as pristine as
she had hoped.But Palmyra, though uninhabited, was not, as she and Buck had hoped, a
deserted island.On the north side of the lagoon they moored the Iola between two other boats at
a line of steel-reinforced wooden pilings (four, in all) that boaters call “dolphins.” Scarcely fifteen
yards of water separated the Iola from shore, and the boats on each side of it were around
twenty yards distant. Jennifer and Buck, with a cargo of excited dogs, rowed their dinghy the
short distance to the beach, where the pent-up animals went crazy and gamboled madly,
barking and yapping and running around in circles.As Jennifer planted her feet on solid ground
for the first time in twenty-eight days, the earth seemed to be shifting under her. She was ecstatic
to be off the boat and safe after an ocean voyage of a thousand miles. From where she stood,
she could smell the earthiness, the fertile greenery of the jungle. It pulsed with hidden
life.Jennifer, her eyes moist with happiness, hugged Buck tightly. The warm, bright sun
enhanced the specialness of the moment.They were soon introducing themselves to the other
people on the island. One of the neighboring boats was the Poseidon, a forty-eight-foot ketch
owned by Jack Wheeler. He and his lively teenage son, Steve, had manned one of the dinghies
that towed the Iola. Also aboard Wheeler’s boat were his wife, Lee, and their attractive daughter,
Sharon. The other boat was the Caroline, a forty-four-foot motor-sailer with twin diesel engines
that was on a charter out of Honolulu and skippered by Larry Briggs, who had been in the other
dinghy.“How was your trip?” someone asked.“Long,” Jennifer said, smiling. “Took us nineteen
days from Port Allen. And we sat outside the channel here for over a week, waiting for the wind
to shift so we could sail in.”“Sorry to hear that,” Jack Wheeler said. “Welcome to Palmyra
anyhow.”Wheeler, fiftyish, was a wiry man with long sideburns and horn-rimmed glasses that
rested near the end of his nose. He volunteered to take Jennifer and Buck on a tour of the island,
“seeing as how I’m kinda the unofficial mayor of this place.” There was the hint of unspoken
challenge in his tone.As they began walking, Wheeler explained that they were on the biggest
islet—Cooper Island.“Named for an old judge, I’m told. All these islets were connected together



by the Seabees during the war. The road that hooked them up is now gone in lots of places. The
causeway through the lagoon is pretty broken down, too. Best thing to do if you want to get
around to the other side of the lagoon is to take a dinghy right across.”Just before they entered
the jungle, Wheeler pointed out a clearing adjacent to his boat. “We have a nice fireplace there
for outdoor cooking. You’ll have to try some of the wife’s smoked fish.”Wheeler smiled knowingly.
“Now, you know about the poisonous fish?”“Poisonous?” Jennifer said, her expression
tightening. She looked at Buck for his reaction, but he disguised his surprise. They had both
been counting on a diet rich in fish.“Yeah. Ciguatera is what I’m talking about. The fish carry a
toxin produced by a certain kind of algae here. You also see it in Hawaii and the Caribbean. Even
Florida. But there are a few varieties of fish that are edible, and tasty, too. Papio are excellent
eating, and they’re all over the place. Mullet are good, too, but leave the red snapper alone.
They’re good eating back home, but you’ll get mighty sick if you eat them here. We had a cat
with us on a trip here some years back. We’d feed her a piece of fish and then watch to see if
she threw up. If she kept it down, we figured it was all right.”Jennifer was appalled by this
apparent insensitivity. “Weren’t you worried about killing the cat?”“Naw. Cats are different. If
people and dogs eat something that’s poisonous, they can get real sick, even die. A cat will just
puke.”As far as sea life was concerned, Jennifer told Wheeler what was uppermost in her mind:
Buck’s scary run-in with the shark.Wheeler nodded sagely. “They’re as thick as fleas on a hound.
The lagoon’s a breeding ground for blacktip sharks. They’re one of the most aggressive sharks in
the Pacific. Get up to six feet long. Be careful about taking a dip.”“Don’t worry,” Jennifer said with
a shudder. She had no intention of even wading in the picturesque lagoon. Its peaceful aspect
was all illusion, she thought. Part of the dream had soured.Wheeler led them inland along a
narrow trail that had obviously been painstakingly chopped through the brush. What had looked
like feathery greenery from the sea was actually quite a formidable hedgerow. Soon they came
upon a strip of steaming-hot, pockmarked asphalt. Jennifer was jolted to realize that the
pavement was alive with squirming, squawking birds, thousands of them. Buck’s dogs charged
for the grounded birds as Jennifer scooped a frightened Puffer into her arms.There was a great
explosion of shrieks and flapping as the black-and-white terns rose in protest, hovering in
squadrons ten or twelve feet in the air. Jennifer could now see why the birds refused to leave.
The asphalt below them was covered with nests of helpless baby chicks.“Buck!” Jennifer
hollered.Before Buck could react, Popolo, the pit bull, gripped a full-size tern in his jaws. Buck
cuffed the dog on his head, and it dropped the bird. The bird flapped once or twice, then lay still.
It had been bitten nearly in two.“Oh, Popolo,” Jennifer said scoldingly. “Look what you’ve done.”
Puffer’s whining seemed to echo her distress.“Your dog that hungry?” Wheeler asked, not
kindly.“Nope,” Buck said, with eyes narrowed. “Just that ornery.”Buck put his dogs on a length of
rope he’d brought along and tied them to a coconut tree.The tour resumed. “This is an old
military airstrip,” Wheeler explained. “It was built back in the early forties. The damn thing’s a mile
long, though you can’t tell now because of all the vegetation taking over. Those birds nest all the
way down it.”The three of them worked their way across the crowded runway, all—but especially



Jennifer—walking gingerly to keep from stepping on eggs and chicks. Occasionally, an angry
parent would dive-bomb the trio, brushing their heads at top speed.“We’ve eaten some of the
eggs,” Wheeler said, his voice nearly drowned out by the whoosh-whooshing of the frantic birds.
“Kinda fishy-tasting, but not bad. To make sure they’re fresh, what you do is mark off a twenty-by-
twenty-foot area here on the runway, clear it of eggs, and come back the next day. Any eggs
inside the marked area are fresh ones.”When they reached the other side of the runway, the
racket calmed down. Wheeler led the way along another jungle footpath.It was like walking in a
huge greenhouse. The humidity and heat had become stifling. Jennifer was breathing with
difficulty from the excitement and exertion. Buck dripped with sweat.“Is it always this hot?” he
asked.“Never varies more than a few degrees, day or night.” Wheeler smiled dryly. “Even the rain
is warm.” He enjoyed having the edge on these newcomers. It was the kind of authoritarian
attitude Buck and Jennifer had hoped to leave behind.There were only a few feet of visibility
through the vegetation in any direction. The occasional chatter of brightly colored birds darting
from tree to tree in the green canopy above was the only evidence of life, but Jennifer sensed
that scores of unseen creatures were lurking out of sight, watching silently.They came to a wide
clearing that had recently been cut out of the underbrush. An old warehouse stood at the edge of
the forest. Inside they found a dilapidated road grader, a ten-wheeler military truck, and an old
boat with the letters “U.S.A.F.” on both sides of its hull. All showed the effects of more than three
decades of neglect in a tropical climate, as well as vandalism.“In the eleven years since we were
last here, there’s been a lot of wanton destruction,” Wheeler said. “Look at all the slashed tires.
And bullet holes.”Jennifer was troubled by the jagged holes in the metal. Who would get their
kicks shooting up an old truck? Whoever these trigger-happy cowboys were, she didn’t want
them coming back while she and Buck were living here.“You’d think sailing people would be a
better sort,” Wheeler reflected.He went over to the rescue launch. “They call this a drop boat
because the Air Force would drop it into the water from a plane. It was equipped to take care of
survivors who had to wait for a rescue. You know, fresh water, canned foods, first-aid gear, life
jackets, that kind of thing. It was still running when I was here years ago and we used to play
around with it in the lagoon. One time I used it for a real rescue. A Japanese trawler was tooting
its whistle like crazy just outside the channel. I took the rescue boat out. One of the fishermen
had been impaled by a swordfish.”“What happened to him?” Jennifer asked in horror.“Poor fella
didn’t make it.” He turned away.Jennifer’s uneasy feeling about Palmyra was growing stronger.
The lagoon was postcard-quality but full of sharks. Catching fish was apparently a snap, but
some of them were poisonous. Though the island, from a distance, suggested the fertile South
Seas paradise created by the genius of Gauguin, the empty, crumbling structures and rusting
hardware left by the military from a time gone by gave a ghostly feel to the place.“This is my third
trip,” Wheeler said. “First time was back in ’57.”They had stopped under the shade of a tree for
relief from the broiling sun. Jennifer tried to fan herself with a palm frond, but the splintery leaves
couldn’t capture and push much air. Buck was too uncomfortable to interact much with the
others. Wheeler, utterly at home on Palmyra, seemed oblivious to the sultry, unyielding heat,



although his tan cotton shirt, drenched with perspiration, stuck to his back like the wrapper of a
melting Hershey bar.“I had a job with Scripps, the oceanography institute, during the
international geophysical year,” Wheeler chattered on. “The wife and I spent fifteen months here.
I was taking upper-air weather observations, monitoring the tide, stuff like that. We like it here. It
kinda grows on you. There’s lots of exploring to do. The wife and I and the kids found an
underground bunker once. Enough goodies to open a war surplus store.”
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Pandra Selivanov, “Muff and Jennifer should have sailed away on their own. SPOILERSI love
Vincent Bugliosi's books. He was such a knowledgeable and compassionate man, but in this
book, I always wonder at the item in his appendix about being surprised that so many people
over the years thought Mac was the one who murdered Muff. Obviously that's not what
happened, Mac would never have abandoned his beloved boat the Sea Wind to be rid of his
wife, and yet I always thought it was a fair assessment. Bugliosi doesn't just talk about the trial
and how hard he worked to save Jennifer Jenkins (real name Stephanie Stearns) from herself.
He also talks about Mac and Muff Graham. And it's incredible how really similar Mac and Muff
were to Buck and Jennifer.Here you have two men determined to live all alone on a deserted
island, and resenting each other's presence. Both Mac and Buck were possessive of Palmyra,
and neither of them seemed to care that the island was privately owned and they had no
permission to be there. One interesting incident was when a man visiting the island, Tom Wolfe,
warned Mac that some rat poison had disappeared from an old bunker. Mac was so
unconcerned that Wolfe wondered if it was Buck and Jennifer who had to worry. Mac also told
Wolfe that he was tougher than Buck and he would take care of Buck if he tried anything.Then
there's Muff and Jennifer. Muff didn't want to be on Palmyra and she was miserable there,
according to her own letters that she sent to family and friends. Mac didn't care, and his own
sister Kit had chided him about not caring for Muff's feelings. Mac was having a blast on
Palmyra, and Muff was descending into despair. Visitors to the island noticed she was unhappy,
and that she was afraid of Buck. Muff even confided one night to Jennifer how she didn't want to
be on Palmyra and she missed her nice life and her friends and family in San Diego. And
Jennifer, the only reason she was on the island was because she loved Buck and wanted to be
with him and she was having a hard time too. I always feel that it's a shame the women didn't
take the Sea Wind and sail away to civilization and leave the men on Palmyra to duke it out.And I
also get the impression that, although no one will ever know what really happened, that Mac and
Buck probably got in a fight and that's how Mac died. I can't help wondering if Mac didn't START
the fight, since he was the one posturing to others on the island about how he could handle
Buck. And then Buck went and killed Muff and that was that. I just have such a strong sense of
sadness that these two women were involved with men who wanted to do their own thing and
really didn't care about the feelings of the women who loved them.Anyway, it's a great book, and
Bugliosi's legal maneuverings make for fascinating reading. I find his thinking on Jennifer's
innocence of the killings to be persuasive, particularly the part where he walks the jury through
why the body of Muff Graham was found in the lagoon when it would have been so much better
from the killer's standpoint to dump it far out to sea. Buck wasn't hiding the body from the
authorities when he put it in the lagoon. He was hiding it from Jennifer.One final note is that it's
interesting Bugliosi's fish expert thought it was rare for a swordfish to attack a boat. Apparently
it's actually not such a rare occurrence, as there are a number of museums with planks of large



ships with swordfish bills stuck in them. Swordfish have attacked smaller boats, submarines, and
even oil rigs. Reading about the incident in the book about the Sea Wind getting skewered by a
swordfish got me interested to look up more information. That's the best thing about Vincent
Bugliosi, how incredibly informative his books are, not just about crime but also other things.”

Bbooks, “Long and wordy at times but fascinating. “It is said that the principal element that
distinguishes a profession from a business is that in a profession, one’s primary obligation is to
those he serves, not to himself.”― Vincent Bugliosi, And the Sea Will TellI like a good True crime
book every now and then and I had already read Bugliosi's book about OJ Simpson so I tried
this one. It is extremely long and very wordy. It is also a creeper of a book, all together more of a
creeper because you are reading non fiction.So I had a few thoughts. The first one is that there
was so much packed in here and some parts were more interesting then others. There was
ALOT of courtroom jargon and some aspects of this book were extremely difficult to follow. I also
did feel my mind wander at some of the more legal aspects of the book.But it is exceptionally
well written and just horrifying to read about. It is much different then his book about Simpson.So
yes it is a well written and interesting book but it is quite long and took me awhile. If you are a
true crime fan you will most likely want to read this.”

Claudine Wolk, “Two Couples On a Remote Island, One Couple Comes Back. You might
remember the name of this true crime book from a made for TV movie starring Richard Crenna
and Rachel Ward from 1991 by the same name. Bugliosi is one of my favorite writers. He was
one cool cat. He was a brilliant, hard-working prosecutor and in this case defense attorney as
well. He has been a part of some crazy cases not the least of which was the Charlie Manson
case. He wrote about the Charles Manson investigation and case in his book, Helter Skelter,
also a made for tv movie.Mr. Bugliosi's writing is methodical…he tells the tale in order but leaves
elements behind so that you are finding out things as he did during his investigation. He
includes courtroom drama and courtroom strategy as well. One of the things that I love about
Bugliosi is his commitment to preparation and his yellow legal pads. He felt that there is no
excuse for lack of preparation and also felt that his continuing review of his notes has led to his
success, that many prosecutor and defense attorneys do their clients a disservice by simply not
being prepared. i feel that this is lesson that all of us, no matter our field, can adopt. In And The
Sea Will Tell, two couples end up on an island…Mac and Muff and Jennifer and Buck. Jennifer
and Buck come back to the mainland in Mac and Muff's boat. Mac & Muff are presumed dead.
Was it an accident or did Jennifer and Buck conspire to kill them? Gotta read the book to find
out.”

A. Linton, “Fascinating true crime story. I vaguely remember the TV mini series of this case back
in the 90s but I had forgotten most of the facts (if I ever knew them) so I was quite glad to chance
upon this book, which is narrated by the defence attorney of one of the defendants whom he



calls 'Jennifer' (really Stephanie Stearns). The first half of the book is totally gripping - two
couples sail to a beautiful remote island, one affluent couple (Mac and Muff Graham) in a state
of the art well equipped boat, the other two (Jennifer and Buck) pretty much destitute in a boat
that is barely seaworthy. What happened, no one can be sure at the time except that the rich
couple disappear without trace, supposedly by accident and the poor couple end up in
possession of their boat - that is until years later a South African tourist finds skeletal remains on
the beach and a murder enquiry takes place.Well the facts as stated here kind of speak for
themselves and I was intrigued when VB - who claims he would never defend a client whom he
believed to be guilty - ends up defending 'Jennifer' whose lover Buck has already been
convicted of the murder of Muff Graham. Surely she must be up to her neck in it? I assumed that
he must have pretty compelling evidence of her innocence but as the book progressed I
wondered if he had either been fooled by her little girl charm or ignored reality because he
wanted to be in on a high profile murder case (which led to a book and a TV mini-series). Surely
he must have asked himself why his 'innocent' client lied so much? Or why he had to supress so
evidence that might have made the jury think she was guilty? The second half of the book is a
little less fast paced than the first half which often gets bogged down in legal wrangling which
becomes tiresome at times. All in all I wasn't surprised that Jennifer/Stearns was found not guilty
given the weak nature of the prosecution but I was far from convinced of her innocence - nor I
suspect in his heart of hearts was the author. Definitely would recommend to anyone who likes
true crime/unsolved mysteries.”

G. Robinson, “Superb in every way.. In 1981 while taking a stroll on a very small uninhabited
Pacific Island, a woman saw something shiny lying on the sand. On further examination she
suddenly realised it was a gold tooth inside a human skull. Close by were more human like
bones, a strange old upturned metal box and some twisted metal wire. Little did she know at the
time, but she had stumbled upon a bizarre murder scene. But who was the victim or victims?In
1974 two sets of very different couples set sail to the small atoll of Palmyra, neither had any
knowledge of the other until they arrived. One couple were married, honest friendly and true, old
hands at yachting, very competent and fully prepared for the rigours of ocean life. They also
sailed a carefully and obsessively maintained and equipped 35 foot beauty named the Sea
Wind. The other couple by contrast were inexperienced, their boat was badly maintained and
leaking, the hand made mast was made out of 2×6 timber, they had few supplies, no radio,
navigated by the stars, and were described by many as hippies. He was also a twice convicted
armed robber and drug dealer who liked guns and had once been a patient in a mental
institution. He was also on the run from the authorities for jumping bail and was currently using
an alias to evade capture. Described by more than one witness as brooding and violent, he
perspired a sense of menace that his girlfriend seemed to either accept or not notice. He was
said to create an atmosphere unless he was in a good mood. It seems she was an airhead who
seemed to like “bad boys with muscles” and pretty much did as she was told. Although



seemingly intelligent she seems to have been under his spell and was quite happy to constantly
lie to the authorities and anyone else who would listen to her, use aliases on official documents
when it pleased her, and be happy to aid a gun packing fugitive to evade justice and go to a
quiet Island to grow Cannabis to sell back on the mainland. Neither of them were exactly model
citizens and when the adventure began to turn very sour (they were not alone as planned and
things were harder to do than expected) things got out of hand and two people ended up
dead.The first third of this book explains the actual story of their trips to the island and what
actually happened, who said and did what etc. The following pages recount the efforts of the
authorities to prove murder had actually taken place and who did it. The hoops that the
authorities have to go through to first prove murder has taken place and then prove who did it are
told in an easy to read way. It does get into quite complex legal issues on occasion, but this only
emphasises the difficulty that arises when trying to prove, beyond a reasonable doubt,
something happened.It's clear that the late Mr Bugliosi was a very talented and methodical
Lawyer. His skill at getting to the truth, through a confusing maze of conflicting and often
contradictory evidence, is quite astonishing. His thoughts that at the bottom of even the most
complex of cases is a “simple truth” shines off each page. His final summation covering perhaps
40 pages is a master-class in not only getting to that simple truth but explaining it satisfactorily to
lay people of the jury.The best true crime book I've ever read by some margin.”

sebquest, “Not 'Innocent', Simply 'Not Guilty'. Despite this excellent book I still have reservations
about the part played by 'Jennifer Jenkins' in the Palmyra saga though this definition of events
does offer a believable version of what may have happened. As usual Mr Bugliosi's book is an
engrossing read & his defence role is covered in great detail, an aspect of the book I particularly
enjoyed - I almost feel I could mount a defence were I to simply follow Vincent Bugliosi's basic
plan.”

S. Hughes, “One of the best books i've had read. An absolutely gripping book. If you enjoy a
superbly written book about a true account, do read this.”
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